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Abstract 

 

Single photon emitters are critical resources for quantum science and technologies. 

More specifically, on-demand single-photon emission (SPE) from semiconductor 

quantum dot (QD) structures is crucial for quantum cryptography and low-power 

communications. Group III-nitride (III-N) QDs are a high interest QD solution because of 

their potential for SPE beyond cryogenic temperatures, enabling a more practical system. 

However, in contrast to the III-arsenic QDs which possess a radiative lifetime typically 

<1ns, the operating speed for isolated III-N QDs is limited to only tens of megahertz, due 

to the strong piezoelectric field in strained III-N heterostructures, causing longer radiative 

lifetimes on the order of tens of nanoseconds. Coupling the emission from III-N QD 

structures to an optical cavity such as a photonic crystal or a metallic cavity can reduce 

the radiative lifetime and simultaneously improve the emission intensity. For shorter 

wavelength III-N QDs, a metallic cavity is a better enhancement solution than a dielectric 

cavity because of the large fabrication tolerance, broad spectral enhancement window, 

and reduced fabrication complexity. In addition to improving the emission process, 
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increasing the extraction efficiency of generated photons is desired for device integration. 

Light extraction from semiconductor QDs is limited by the high index contrast between 

the air and the semiconductor. Moreover, the far field emission pattern of the exiting 

emission is broad and not ideal for further optical coupling. Integrating lenses and 

reflectors with the QD structure increases the emission extraction efficiency and 

condenses the far field pattern, creating a more ideal far field pattern for optical coupling 

into an optical waveguide. 

In this work, our aim is to develop conventional methods for improving 

semiconductor QDs’ speed and brightness by taking advantage of wafer-scale fabrication 

techniques. First, a self-aligning silver film cavity was investigated for enhancement of 

the spontaneous emission from III-N QDs. Using e-beam evaporation, the silver film 

encased the QD pillar without additional post processing. With the appropriate film 

thickness, the silver localized surface plasmon resonance is tuned to overlap the QD 

emission wavelength. Optical spectroscopy measurements of the QDs before and after the 

cavity showed an order of magnitude reduction in the emission lifetime, simultaneously 

coupled with an order of magnitude increase in the emission intensity. Additionally, the 

QDs become uniform in quantum efficiency from the improved radiative process caused 

by the high cavity quantum efficiency. Next, we demonstrate through similar optical 
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spectroscopy measurements on a dense array of QDs, that emitter lifetimes on the order 

of tens of picoseconds can be achieved by changing the geometry of the silver film cavity 

and removing the top of the silver film. 

To improve the QD light extraction efficiency and light collection, an integrated 

parabolic nano lens and reflector system was designed. The SiN integrated optics resulted 

in a four to six times improvement in the collectable emission compared to the bare QD 

pillar, with ~80% of the far field emission pattern within the 0.5NA zone, which is more 

ideal for waveguide coupling. Furthermore, the same lens is applied to a multicolor 

GaN/InGaN light-emitting diode (LED), improving the light extraction efficiency to 70% 

across the visible spectrum. Lastly, we propose in future work a multi-layered open top 

cavity structure capable of reducing the emitter lifetime below 10 picoseconds. These 

results contribution to the foundations for room temperature, high speed, directional, 

on-chip, single photon emitters. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

Single photon emitters are critical resources for quantum science and technologies. 

More specifically, on-demand single-photon emission (SPE) from semiconductor 

quantum dot (QD) structures is crucial for quantum cryptography and low-power 

communications [1]. Compared to a variety of single-photon emitter materials including 

atomic systems [2], molecules [3], trap ions, colloidal QDs [4, 5], and nitrogen vacancies 

in diamonds [6, 7], epitaxially grown semiconductor QDs intrinsically offer a higher 

repetition rate [8, 9], which is a desirable criteria for high-speed operations. Group 

III-nitride (III-N) QDs are a high interest QD solution because of their potential for SPE 

beyond the cryogenic temperature range [8-11], enabling a more practical system. 

However, in contrast to the III-arsenic QDs which possess a radiative lifetime typically 

<1ns, the operating speed for isolated III-N QDs is limited to only tens of megahertz, due 

to the strong piezoelectric field in strained III-N heterostructures, causing longer radiative 

lifetimes on the order of tens of nanoseconds [12]. The radiative lifetime issue can be 
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addressed by increasing the emitter’s local density of states (LDOS), reducing the 

radiative lifetime. Coupling the emission from III-N QD structures to an optical cavity 

such as a photonic crystal [13-15] or a metallic cavity [16-18] has previously been 

demonstrated to increase the LDOS, reduce the radiative lifetime, and simultaneously 

improve the emission intensity. For our shorter wavelength III-N QDs, a metallic cavity 

is a better enhancement solution than a photonic crystal cavity because a photonic crystal 

cavity has small fabrication tolerances [14, 15, 19], a narrow spectral enhancement 

window [20], and increased fabrication complexity. Thus, a metallic cavity solution was 

chosen and studied in this work to overcome these issues. 

In this thesis, my aim two-fold: to modify and enhance III-N semiconductor QD and 

QD light-emitting diode (LED) emission by exploiting the emitter-plasmon interactions 

through the localized surface plasmon resonance of metallic nanostructures, and to 

improve the emission extraction efficiency and condense the far field emission patterns 

into smaller numerical apertures using integrated lenses and reflectors. With these 

fundamental improvements, semiconductor based single photon sources (SPSs) will be 

one-step closer to realization and practical applications. 

In this Chapter, I will start my discussion with an overview of III-N QDs properties 

in section 1.1. Next, I will give an overview on localized surface plasmons in section 1.2; 
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the geometric and material dependence of the plasmon resonance frequency in section 1.3; 

then its effect on the optical properties of the emitter including intensity, lifetime, and 

efficiency in section 1.4; lastly shaping the far field in section 1.5. To summarize, I will 

briefly conclude and outline this thesis in section 1.6.  

 

1.1 Overview of III-Nitride Quantum Dots 

III-N semiconductor QDs have garnered interest, due to their potential for operation 

outside of cryogenic temperatures. Unlike III-arsenic or III-P semiconductor QDs, III-N 

QDs have large exciton binding energies. This is due mainly to the small dielectric 

constant 𝜖𝑠. For the bulk GaN material, 𝜖𝑠 is approximately 5.3, which is approximately 

a factor of two less than InP (9.6) or GaAs (10.9). From the inverse squared relationship 

between the exciton binding energy and the dielectric constant, the reduced dielectric 

constant results in a four to five times larger exciton binding energy for GaN, of about 

26-28-meV. This value is larger than the room temperature thermal energy (kT energy), 

which is 25.7-meV, indicating that the excitons are stable at room temperature. The large 

exciton binding energy combined with large QD-barrier band offsets in III-N QDs, 

making them a promising solution for cryo-free operation [21]. For our InGaN QDs, 

single photon emission has been recorded up to 90K thus far [21]. However, room 
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temperature (300K) single photon emission has been demonstrated in 2014 in GaN QDs 

[10] and in InGaN/GaN QDs [22]. 

 

1.1.1 III-Nitride Emission Wavelength 

The tertiary III-N compound, InGaN, allows for a tunable direct bandgap across the 

visible spectrum. Unlike the III-Ar or III-P materials, which are limited from about red to 

infrared emission wavelengths, InxGa(1-x)N can generate from ultraviolet to infrared 

wavelength emission. As the indium concentration is increased, the emission wavelength 

is red-shifted towards the InN bandgap. This is very useful as it is compatible with 

conventional silicon avalanche photo diodes (APDs) used for detection of visible 

emission, and it can be used for creating semiconductor devices that are compatible with 

visible spectrum, such as displays. 

 

1.1.2 Origin of the Long Lifetimes 

III-Nitride QDs have long radiative recombination lifetimes due to the piezoelectric 

field in the material. The piezoelectric field modifies the bandgap, tilting the band 

structure. The effect is called the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE). Normally, for a 

typical QD or quantum well structure without the QCSE, the band diagram along the 
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crystal axis is flat. The electron and hole wave functions are confined to the center of the 

band valley, and their wave function overlap is large. However, with the QCSE, which is 

present in III-Nitride structures due to the compressive strain in the InGaN [23], the 

electron and hole wave functions become spatially separated. The spatial separation 

reduces the wave function overlap, which increases the radiative recombination lifetime. 

In addition, this changes the effective bandgap of the material, resulting in a longer 

emission wavelength. Engineering the strain in InGaN/GaN QD nanopillars for 

optoelectronic applications has been investigated extensively in our group [21, 23-26]. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Band diagrams for typical semiconductor tertiary structures. (a) Band diagram 

for a standard QD structure. The electron and holes are well confined in the active region 

and have strong interaction due to the large overlap. (b) The tilted band diagram due to 

the QCSE in InGaN/GaN QDs. The electron and hole wave functions are spatially 

separated, which weakens their interaction, causing the longer radiative lifetime. The 

effective bandgap is also smaller than the actual material bandgap. 
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1.2 Overview of Localized Surface Plasmons 

Metallic nanostructures have been investigated extensively because of their ability to 

strongly interact with electromagnetic radiation. The sea of free electrons allows metals 

to resonate upon the proper electromagnetic excitation. Localized surface plasmons 

(LSPs) are an example of this resonance. LSPs are non-propagating excitations of the 

electrons in the conduction band of the metal due to an electromagnetic field [27]. LSPs 

are a derivative of the scattering of radiation off a sub-wavelength conductive object. The 

resonance depends on the magnitude of the driving field force on the electrons and the 

geometrically dependent restoring force in the particle. This resonance, known as the 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), leads to field amplification both inside and 

outside of the particle surface [27]. The geometric dependence of LSPs allows for direct 

light excitation and does not require phase matching techniques that are necessary for 

Surface Plasmon Polariton excitation. Another benefit of the geometrical dependence is 

the tunability of LSPs [28, 29], which will be explained in more details later. The 

applications of LSPs are vast and include nano-antennas [30, 31], emission enhancement 

of a nearby emitter [32-34], and low threshold lasers [35]. Each of these applications 

takes advantage of the high field enhancements generated near the metallic particles. The 

tunability of the resonance condition of LSPs makes them a prime candidate of 
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investigation for coupling photons from emitters to produce enhanced emission. While 

several reports have investigated coupling between emitters and metallic particles, the 

experimental setup is often complex and involves metal particles on probes. Integration 

of the metal particle with the emitter into a device is the groundwork for creating fast 

on-chip emitters. 

  

1.3 Polarizability of a Spherical Particle 

The LSPR is dependent upon the object shape, material composition, and local 

environment. The resulting resonance wavelength condition, enhancement and loss 

magnitudes, and the number of resonances from the structure are directly affected by 

these components. This will be shown directly from the formulas below. 

LSPR is a direct consequence of Maxwell’s equations and the complex dielectric 

response of metal. For a spherical particle placed in a constant electric field, the solution 

for the Electric potential ∅ can be computed analytically. From the resulting potentials, 

the electric field E inside and outside of the particle can be derived using 𝑬 = −∇𝜙. 
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Figure 1-2 Homogeneous sphere placed into a constant Electric field, 𝐸0. The sphere has 

a radius ‘a’ and dielectric constant 𝜖(𝜔) in a surrounding medium with dielectric 

constant 𝜖𝑚. The induced dipole moment p, is at an angle 𝜃 measured from the z-axis. 

 

The resulting potentials are of the following form:  

∅𝑖𝑛 =  −
3𝜖𝑚

𝜖(𝜔)+2𝜖𝑚
𝐸0 cos 𝜃    (1-1) 

∅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = −𝐸0 𝑟 cos 𝜃 +
𝒑∙𝒓

4𝜋𝜖0𝜖𝑚𝑟3   (1-2) 

𝒑 = 𝜖0𝜖𝑚𝛼𝑬0       (1-3) 

𝛼 = 4𝜋𝑎3 𝜖(𝜔)−𝜖𝑚

𝜖(𝜔)+2𝜖𝑚
      (1-4) 

The potential outside of the sphere resembles a superposition of an applied field with a 

dipole source located at the center of the particle [27]. Defining the second term of ∅𝑜𝑢𝑡 

in terms of a dipole moment inside of a sphere and introducing the polarizability α, we 

arrive at the polarizability equation. The polarizability exhibits a resonance when the 

denominator |𝜖(𝜔) + 2𝜖𝑚| reaches a local minimum, which reduces to 𝑅𝑒[𝜖(𝜔)] =

−2𝜖𝑚, for a small or slowly changing 𝐼𝑚[𝜖(𝜔)]. This condition is called the Fröhlich 

condition [27]. At that condition, the induced dipole in the sphere, p, which depends on 

the polarizability and the external electric field, theoretically approaches infinity, which 
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translates to the resonance of the particle. The polarizability parameter, α, allows for 

many degrees of freedom in choosing the resonance wavelength based on the 

composition of the environment and the spherical particle. Resonance across the visible 

spectrum is achieved using different metallic nanoparticles [29, 36]. 

 

1.3.1 Optical Properties of Resonant Spheres 

Due to the polarizability of a particle, it may scatter and absorb radiation with an 

effective cross section much larger than the cross section of the particle itself. For a 

particle, the scattering cross section Cscat and absorption cross section Cabs are given as 

𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡 =
𝑘4

6𝜋
|𝛼|2 and 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝑘𝐼𝑚[𝛼], respectively with 𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 = 𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡 + 𝐶𝑎𝑏𝑠  [37]. The 

Extinction cross section can be calculated independently as  

𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 =
9𝜔

𝑐
𝜖𝑚

3

2 𝑉 ∗
𝜖2

[𝜖1+2𝜖𝑚]2+ 𝜖2
2    (1-5) 

with 𝜖(𝜔) = 𝜖1 + 𝜖2. Again, the surrounding medium is very important for determining 

the resonance peak. For a sphere with polarizability α from equation (1-4), scattering is 

maximized at the resonance condition 𝑅𝑒[𝜖(𝜔)] = −2𝜖𝑚 . Although the analytical 

formulas above are specific for a spherical geometry, the extinction cross section can be 

modified with any shape geometry. 
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1.3.2 Material Dependent Resonance Tunability 

In the polarizability equation (1-4), the resonance condition, 𝑅𝑒[𝜖(𝜔)] = −2𝜖𝑚 is 

dependent on the dielectric constant of the metal and the surrounding medium [28]. 

Therefore, gold, silver, chrome, silica, or glass spheres in the same environment would all 

exhibit different peak wavelengths in the extinction cross section, due to the different 

frequency dependent dielectric behavior. In Figure 1-3, as the dielectric constant of the 

environmental medium is increased, the resonance wavelength of the silver nanoparticle 

is red-shifted. Point a is in air, and the points labeled b are in an indexed matched oil of 

n=1.44. For each successive line under point b, the index of the fluid is increased by 0.04. 

The same sphere placed in different dielectric mediums will exhibit different LSPRs, due 

to the dependence on the medium in the polarizability equation. These are vital 

components for choosing the proper metal material for the wavelength range of interest 

[29]. 
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Figure 1-3 Spectral shift for individual (roughly spherical) silver nanoparticles. The 

particle spectrum is shown as it is shifted from (a) air to (b) 1.44 index oil, and successive 

oil treatments in 0.04 index incremental increases [29]. 

 

1.3.3 Geometric Dependence of Resonance Wavelength 

The geometric shape of the particle influences the resonance wavelength. Several 

geometric shapes, including rods, cones, triangle, bowties, pentagons, etc. have been 

widely studied for their different responses from spherical particles [28, 30, 31, 36]. 

Figure 1-4 shows an example of the geometric dependence of the silver resonance 

wavelength. The same material is able to achieve different resonances across the visible 

spectrum due to the shape. Larger spherical particles, where the quasi-static 

approximations start to break down, have more terms in the polarizability and affect the 
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spectral location of the resonance [27, 37]. The main effect for Drude and noble metals 

i.e. (Gold and Silver), is that the resonance wavelength is red-shifted with increasing size. 

This fact is important for tuning the resonance in cavity structures shown in later chapters 

as the structures are on the order of 100’s of nm. 

 

 

Figure 1-4 Scattering spectra of single silver nanoparticles in the shape of a circle, 

pentagon, and triangle, measured in a dark-field configuration [28]. 

 

1.3.4 Multi-Layered Shells and Elliptical Shells  

In addition to the material and geometric dependence, the polarizability can be 

engineered using metallic shell layers on dielectric cores. This introduces hybrid 
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electron-hole oscillations resulting in two modes of different frequencies [38]. The 

equation for the polarizability of a two-layer sphere composed of a dielectric core and 

metallic shell is given by 

𝛼 = 4𝜋𝑎2
3 (𝜖2(𝜔)−𝜖𝑚)(𝜖1+2𝜖2(𝜔))+𝑓(𝜖1−𝜖2(𝜔))(2𝜖2(𝜔)+𝜖𝑚)

(𝜖2(𝜔)+2𝜖𝑚)(𝜖1+2𝜖2(𝜔))+2𝑓(𝜖1−𝜖2(𝜔))(𝜖2(𝜔)−𝜖𝑚)
  (1-6) 

where 𝜖2(𝜔), 𝜖1, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜖𝑚 are the permittivity of the metal shell, dielectric core, and 

surround medium respectively. The particle radius is 𝑎2, and the fill factor ‘f’ is the ratio 

of the volume of the inner sphere to the outer sphere. A fill factor of zero is a solid sphere 

or the same material in the core and shell layers (𝜖1 = 𝜖2). When the fill factor is zero, 

equation (1-6) reduces to the well-known polarizability equation (1-4) described in 

Chapter 1.3. The additional degree of freedom in the fill factor allows for a broader 

resonance tuning capability. The denominator contains multiple terms with more degrees 

of freedom, such that multiple solutions satisfy the resonance condition, resulting in 

multiple resonances for the same structure. This hybridization of resonances is similar to 

spin degeneracy splitting of energy levels [39]. The lowest energy resonance is the 

strongest and is red shifted in wavelength as shown in the schematic in Figure 1-5. Using 

metallic shells instead of solid metallic particles can exhibit resonances red-shifted 

significantly from their solid spherical counterparts, enabling resonances across the 

visible spectrum. 
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Figure 1-5 An energy-level diagram showing the plasmon hybridization in metal 

nanoshell structures. The resulting two states are interaction between the solid sphere 

mode and the cavity void mode. The symmetric state is the lowest energy state and the 

antisymmetric state is the highest energy state [39]. 

 

The polarizability of particle shapes that deviate from the spherical geometry can be 

calculated by taking into account the geometrical factor of the shape [28, 37]. An ellipse, 

for example, will have different resonances for the major and minor axis. Shapes that are 

more complicated may require numerical calculations for the polarizability but follow the 

same aforementioned trends as spherical particles. 
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1.4 Coupling between Emitters and Localized Plasmons 

In order to understand how an emitter is affected by a metallic structure nearby, we 

study how the emission is changed with a change in the local environment. An emitter 

has a spontaneous emission rate in free space, denoted as γ𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒. When that same emitter 

is placed in a different environment, such as a different material with a different dielectric 

constant, a cavity structure, or near a mirror reflector, the spontaneous emission rate is 

changed. The new spontaneous emission rate, γ𝑛𝑒𝑤, is related to the original spontaneous 

emission rate by the Purcell factor, Fp [40], through the equation 
γ𝑛𝑒𝑤

γ𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒
= 𝐹𝑝, where  

𝐹𝑝 =
3𝜆3𝑄

4𝜋2𝑉
        (1-7) 

The Purcell factor depends on the material dependent emission wavelength λ, where 

𝜆 = (𝜆𝑐/𝑛), the Quality factor Q, which is a measure of the resonance’s bandwidth to 

center frequency, and the modal volume V, which measures the volume of the emission 

mode. Since the wavelength is typically fixed, the Q/V ratio determines the magnitude of 

the Purcell factor and the spontaneous emission rate enhancement. Thus, a large Purcell 

factor is needed to create a large spontaneous emission rate enhancement.   

In addition to a change in the spontaneous emission rate, which is directly related to 

the emitter decay rate or total lifetime, there are changes in the emission intensity from 

the emitter as well. When a metallic particle is brought in proximity to an emitter, there 
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are three variables which affect the change in the fluorescence: excitation rate, emitter 

quantum efficiency (QE), and collection efficiency [33]. The collected emission from the 

emitter by the observer is the product of those three terms,  

𝑆𝑒𝑚 = 𝛾𝑒𝑥𝑐 ∗ 𝜂 ∗ 𝜉      (1-8) 

The fluorescence change can be engineered through controlling the effect of the three 

variables. 

 

1.4.1 Spontaneous Emission Enhancement 

The excitation rate in the emission equation is the driving field seen by the emitter, 

and it is proportional to the dipole moment and the electric field around the emitter, 

𝛾0
𝑒𝑥𝑐 ∝ |�⃗� ∙ �⃗⃗�0|

2
. In the presence of a scattering object, the local electric field is a sum of 

the incident field and the scattered field, 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝐸0 + 𝐸𝑠. Hence, the excitation rate of a 

dipole in the presence of a scatterer is given by  

𝛾𝑒𝑥𝑐 ∝ |�⃗� ∙ [�⃗⃗�0(𝜔1) + �⃗⃗�𝑠(𝜔1)]|
2
   (1-9) 

where 𝜔1 is the excitation frequency. For metallic particles, it has been shown that at 

resonance, large field enhancements can be achieved near the surface of a particle or 

particle couple such as a dimer [28-31, 34, 41-43]. Placing the emitter in that area will 

increase the excitation rate of the dipole as described above [44]. As the dipole emitter 
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sees a larger driving electric field, it will produce a larger oscillation, which results in 

more emission intensity S
em

. 

The decay rate of the dipole, of which the spontaneous emission rate is a factor, is a 

function of the local density of states (LDOS). The total decay rate is given by 

𝛾𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾𝑁𝑅, where 𝛾0 is the original radiative decay rate or spontaneous emission 

rate and 𝛾𝑁𝑅 is the intrinsic non-radiative decay rate for the emitter. In the absence of a 

scatterer, such as a metallic particle, the LDOS is solely a material property. The 

dispersion curve for a dielectric material is given by 𝜔 =
𝑐

𝑛
𝑘, where 𝜔 is the light 

frequency, 𝑐 is the speed of light, n is the index of refraction of the medium, and k is the 

wave vector. When a metal particle is introduced, the LDOS is modified by the 

introduction of new decay channels into the metallic particle [27]. The two new channels, 

radiative and non-radiative, given by the rates 𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑 & 𝛾𝑎𝑏𝑠 respectively, alter the original 

radiative decay rate of the dipole, 𝛾0. The new radiative rate is given by 𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝐹𝑝 ∗  𝛾0 

[40], and the new total decay rate is 𝛾𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑤 =  𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑 + 𝛾𝑎𝑏𝑠 + 𝛾𝑁𝑅. Radiative enhancement 

or quenching of the rate is determined by dipole and metal particle orientation [41-43]. 

Proper orientation of the emitter with respect to the metallic particle is necessary to 

achieve large decay rate enhancements. 

The emitter QE is the ratio of the radiative decay rate to the total decay rate of the 
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emitter [4]. 

𝜂 =
𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝛾𝑡𝑜𝑡
        (1-10) 

It measures how efficiently excited electron-hole pairs recombine to emit photons. For an 

emitter with an initial QE of one, every excited electron-hole pair will emit one photon. 

In this case, a metal particle in the vicinity of the emitter will always lower the QE, as 

metallic particles have their own non-radiative decay channels through absorption. 

However, for emitters like our III-N QD pillars formed from top-down dry etching, where 

the initial QE is less than 1, due to some initial intrinsic non-radiative decay channels via 

defect and surface recombinations, coupling to LSPR of the metal particle can actually 

raise the QE of the emitter if the Purcell factor is large enough. In this case, improving 

the QE will result in more collectable emission S
em

. 

The collection efficiency measures the percentage of the total collectable emission 

within a given collection direction and angle. During the actual measurement of the QDs, 

we typically sample a small percentage of the emission in a given angle and direction. 

Higher numerical aperture collection lenses will increase the amount of emission 

collected in one direction, but without an integrating sphere setup, emission going in 

other directions will not be collected. Therefore, the collection efficiency is always less 

than or equal to unity. The total emission into the collection direction must be increased 
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to improve the collection efficiency of the system while only measuring from one 

direction. Emission can be increased by placing a mirror or reflector behind the emitter 

plane to redirect more emission into the collection direction. The emission from the QD 

does not change, but the emission in the collection direction increases. Thus, the total 

emission S
em

 as measured by the observer is increased. Similarly, we can use a metal 

scatterer in proximity of the QD emitter to change the direction of the emission and the 

far field distribution; so that, in the exact same setup with and without the scatterer, the 

collection efficiency will be improved with the scatterer present [45, 46].  

The emission intensity enhancement or fluorescence enhancement is measured using 

the ratio, 𝑆𝑒𝑚/𝑆0
𝑒𝑚 with and without the metal structure [33]. There are several ways to 

improve the emission intensity: enhance the driving field seen by the emitter, improve the 

QE of the emitter, or adjust the emission in the far field as described above. Up to this 

point, we have considered a generic metal scatterer or cavity structure as the way of 

modifying these parameters. In order to achieve the excitation enhancement and QE 

enhancement, we must first optimize the metal scatterer to produce those effects at the 

correct wavelength. Poor optimization of the antenna quantum efficiency (AQE) of the 

metal scatterer could lead to emission quenching.  
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1.4.2 Antenna Efficiency of Coupling 

 The antenna efficiency or cavity AQE is a measure of how much the system prefers 

to radiate. Within a metallic structure, the excited oscillating electrons of a localized 

surface plasmon can either emit a photon at the resonance wavelength (radiation) or 

recombine in an intraband or interband transition with no emission (absorption) [27]. 

Radiation is the source of the radiative decay rate enhancement. As more of the 

enhancement is due to the radiative channel instead of the non-radiative channel, the 

structure is said to have higher AQE. The equation for the AQE is,  

𝜂𝑎 = 𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑/(𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑 + 𝛾𝑎𝑏𝑠)    (1-11) 

which is given by the ratio of the enhanced radiative decay rate to the sum of the 

enhanced radiative decay rate and enhanced absorption rate of the structure. This 

efficiency does not take into account the intrinsic non-radiative decay rate, 𝛾𝑁𝑅, as it is 

only a function of the cavity and not the emitter. This equation shows that structures with 

high decay rate enhancements (Purcell factors) or low decay rate enhancements can have 

the same AQE. With the equation for the initial emitter QE,  

𝜂0 =
𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑0

𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑0+𝛾𝑁𝑅
       (1-12) 

the equation for the final emitter QE with a cavity structure,  

𝜂 =
𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑

𝛾𝑟𝑎𝑑+𝛾𝑎𝑏𝑠+𝛾𝑁𝑅
       (1-13) 
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and the antenna efficiency 𝜂𝑎, we can find the emitter QE ratio. The emitter QE ratio  

𝜂

𝜂0
=

1
1−𝜂0

𝐹𝑝
+

𝜂0
𝜂𝑎

        (1-14) 

is a function of the AQE and Purcell factor. For an emitter with an initial QE of one, the 

emitter QE ratio reduces to 𝜂𝑎 and the final QE is just the AQE. If the Purcell factor is 

large enough such that (1 − 𝜂0) ≪ 𝐹𝑝, then the final QE reduces to the AQE as well. 

Thus, if the AQE is higher than the initial QE and the Purcell factor is large enough, we 

can achieve an emitter QE ratio greater than one, indicating improvement in the QE of 

the system. This is why high AQE is a critical design factor and highly desired for our 

design. 

 

1.4.3 Optimizing Emission Enhancement 

The excitation enhancement and QE enhancement are dependent on three key 

factors: the overlap of the LSPR wavelength with the emission wavelength, the dipole 

orientation with respect to the metal structure, and the distance between the dipole and 

the metal structure. Each factor additionally affects the AQE directly. Choosing an 

emitter that emits within the resonance wavelength maximizes the decay rate 

enhancement. Operating off resonance has minimal interaction between the localized 

surface plasmon and the photon from the dipole. The emitter QE in equation (1-14) is 
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maximized by optimizing the Purcell factor and the AQE. There is a tradeoff between 

these two parameters as generally a higher Purcell factor leads to lower AQE. The 

inverse relationship is explained mostly by the increase in the radiative enhancement and 

absorption losses with decreasing distance between the emitter and the metal cavity. The 

exact relationship also depends on the metal structure geometry and material 

composition. 

The orientation of the emitter with respect to the structure plays a large role in the 

resonance condition. This has been widely studied with spherical particles and dimers [42, 

43]. The emission from one dipole orientation can be suppressed while the perpendicular 

orientation can be enhanced. This is analogous to how propagating surface plasmons are 

supported by TM modes instead of TE modes. Proper alignment is important for 

optimizing the AQE. 

Lastly, the electric field enhancement due to a metallic structure is maximized near 

the surface and decays with distance away from the structure. Similarly, the excitation 

enhancement for the incident electric field acting on an emitter is maximized as the 

emitter is brought closer to the metal surface. However, bringing the emitter infinitely 

close to the metal structure quenches the emission and rapidly reduces the AQE [47]. 

This has been demonstrated with a dipole and a metallic sphere [33].  
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Figure 1-6 Fluorescence enhancement near a 60-nm gold particle excited by a 650-nm 

wavelength dipole. The plot shows a) the Quantum yield or QE in blue and the excitation 

rate enhancement in red. b) Emission enhancement versus dipole distance to metal 

particle. The emission wavelength and excitation wavelength are assumed the same. Here, 

the solid curves are exact solutions based on the MMP method and the dashed curves are 

approximations [33]. 

 

As the dipole is moved closer to the metal particle, the excitation enhancement continues 

to increase, due to the enhanced local electric field. However, the QE decreases due to the 

increased absorption from the particle. The Purcell factor increases, but after a point the 

majority of emission is lost to absorption, so there is significantly less collectable signal 

and the emission enhancement drops rapidly. Therefore, a balance must be achieved 

between Purcell factor or fluorescence enhancement and AQE in order to retain 

collectable emission. 
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The relationships between the variables of the emission enhancement equation 

require careful tuning of the structural properties of the metallic cavity. This section 

explains the complex nature of the relationship between emission enhancement, 

excitation enhancement, and decay rate enhancement. In order to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of our cavity structures, we have to design the experiment in a way such 

that we can determine how each part of the equation is affected. The experimental design 

for this is explained in Chapter 2. 

 

1.5 Controlling the Emission in the Far Field 

Up to this point, we have considered the three components of the emitter emission 

equation, the excitation, the QE, and the collection efficiency. A metallic cavity or 

scatterer can improve these values to result in more emission or emission enhancement 

from the emitter. However, once the emission is generated, we need a way to couple it to 

collection optics or subsequent waveguides with minimal losses to future proof the device 

for single photon communications.  

At the macro scale, lenses and mirrors are common optics components used for 

controlling emission direction, shaping beams, and collimating emission for coupling 

between components [48, 49]. As long as the focal length of a positive lens is known, it 
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can be used to focus light to a point, or collimate light from a point source located at the 

focal point.  

 

 

Figure 1-7 Ray tracing diagram of a convex (positive) lens showing collimated light 

focuses at the focal point of the lens located a distance equal to the focal length from the 

center of the lens. Due to time reversal symmetry, light originating from the focal point 

would be collimated by the lens.  

 

A specific reflector type of interest is a parabolic shape, due to its focusing 

properties. Like a spherical structure as shown in Figure 1-7, a parabolic reflector will 

collimate light originating at its focal point, but with reduced spherical aberration. A 

parabolic reflector with collimate the light from a point source better than a spherical 

reflector. 
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Figure 1-8 A ray tracing diagram for a parabolic reflector. Collimated rays are focus to 

the focal point F, regardless of where they intersect the parabola. 

 

The concept of the lens and reflector can be shrunk down to the micron and 

nanometer length scale. These parabolic lenses can be integrated on top the emitter 

structure to collimate emission exiting from the top surface [50, 51]. Simultaneously, a 

reflector can be placed at the bottom surface of the structure to redirect emission towards 

the lens, essentially doubling the light output [52, 53]. The other benefit of the parabolic 

structure is due to the curved shape. The light rays hitting the parabolic interface with the 

air are perpendicular to the lens’s curved surface, aiding with light extraction [54]. This is 

an advantage over the planar surface interface, as the high index of refraction limits the 

natural acceptance cone for light rays to leave the material into the air, resulting in most 

of the light being in total internal reflection. Combining these optical structures with our 
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semiconductor emitters will help to improve light extraction efficiency. However, 

working at these length scales, we must engineer ways to overcome the fabrication 

challenges of lens emitter alignment and making parabolic shapes. Chapter 5 will explain 

the solutions to these issues.   

 

1.6 Thesis Overview 

This thesis focuses on manipulating the geometry of GaN/InGaN nanopillar emitters 

and silver films in order to exploit the LSPR properties of the structures. In addition, by 

introducing nanolens optics and reflectors, the light extraction from these nanopillars can 

be improved for both electrical and optical applications. The thesis is organized as 

follows: Chapter 1 introduces the III-N QDs, the concepts of the localized surface 

plasmon resonance wavelength, coupling between metallic structures and emitters, and 

using nano lenses to improve light extraction. Chapter 2 proposes the closed top silver 

film cavity, from its simulation, to fabrication and experimental demonstration. It also 

demonstrates cavity coupled single photon emission and explains the calculations for the 

experimental Purcell factor. Chapter 3 introduces the rotational deposition technique, the 

resonance wavelength matched emitter-cavity system, and the QE calculation. This 

creates the foundation for the open top cavity calculations. Chapter 4 proposes the open 
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top silver film cavity structure that can generate radiative decay rate enhancements of 

~1000x, effectively homogenizing the QE of an array of QDs. The procedure for 

fabricating the cavity structure using a wafer scale process and its experimental 

measurements are also explained here. Chapter 5 demonstrates the improvement in the 

emission intensity into the far field with the integration of micron scale parabolic lenses 

on top of the nano pillar emitters. Using a resist reflow and dry etching process, parabolic 

lenses are formed in a dielectric layer covering the nanopillars resulting in a ~6x intensity 

improvement in the 0.5NA collection zone. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis, laying the 

foundation for some future work for cavity emitter coupling, including the alternating 

layer metallic-dielectric open top cavity, which has similar expected radiative decay rate 

enhancement to the open top silver cavity, but with higher AQE and lower losses. 
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Chapter 2  

Plasmonic Enhancement of Single Photon Emission from 

Site-Controlled GaN/InGaN Quantum Dots 

 

2.1 Introduction 

As percentage of the world’s population using the internet and communication 

devices steadily increases, vast amounts of data needs to be communicated efficiently, 

quickly, and securely. Whether across a computer chip or around the globe, the photon 

has proven itself as formidable information carrier, due to its efficiency and data capacity. 

The quantum nature of photons is an added benefit that has been explored, in the 

laboratory, to show secure communications [55-57] and quantum information processing 

ability [55, 58-60]. The efficiency of switching light at the single photon level can lower 

the energy requirements for information exchange. Hence, the road to advancing photon 

communications is ensuring the efficient generation, processing, and receiving of single 

photons. 
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Semiconductor QDs are desirable single photon emitters due to the potential for 

electrical modulation and integration with existing electronic and optoelectronic 

components. Group III-N QDs are of high interest because of their potential for SPE 

beyond the cryogenic temperature range [10, 11]. While major advances have been made 

in III-N QD processing and fabrication, photon polarization control [26], and achieving 

operational temperatures near room temperature [10, 11, 22], III-N QDs still suffer from 

the issue of low radiative recombination rates (< 1GHz). For applications such as 

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD), data rates of at least 1-10Gbps are desirable [58]. In 

addition, to generate indistinguishable single photons, it is required that the radiative 

lifetime T1 be less than the emitter dephasing time T2 [58, 61], which decreases rapidly 

with increasing temperature. In order to address the long radiative lifetime issue 

associated with III-N QDs, coupling the QDs to a cavity is investigated. 

In this chapter, the results of a silver film cavity coupled to InGaN/GaN QD are 

presented. Using a silver film cavity, the average lifetime reduction and emission 

intensity enhancement factors for the QDs were found to be 15 and 10.9, respectively. 

The enhancement in the lifetime and intensity are due to coupling to the localized surface 

plasmon as illustrated by the contrasting results with the aluminum cavity film. Finally, 

enhanced single photon emission is measured from a QD coupled to the silver film 
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cavity. 

 

2.2 The Plasmonic Nano-Cavity Advantage 

When coupling a QD to a cavity, dielectric optical cavities [14, 62] and plasmonic 

nano-cavities [7, 63] are typically investigated for enhancing the spontaneous emission 

rate from the dipole emitter. For an emitter with a linewidth less than the cavity linewidth, 

the Purcell factor of the cavity enhances the radiative decay rate. In order to achieve the 

picosecond time scale or tens of GHz repetition rate, for a typical III-N emitter with a 

lifetime of ~1ns, a Purcell factor of about 100 – 1000 is needed. In equation (1-7), for a 

specific material and wavelength, the Q/V ratio determines the magnitude of Fp. 

Dielectric optical cavities, due to the physical constraint on the optical modal volume V 

by the diffraction limit, rely on large Q factors in order to achieve large Purcell factors. 

Whereas, plasmonic nano-cavities take advantage of the ultra-small modal volume from 

plasmonic confinement in order to generate a large Purcell factor. 

With an optical cavity, increasing the Q factor to drive large enhancement results in 

challenging spatial alignment and spectral alignment, as the cavity bandwidth becomes 

narrower and the enhancement bandwidth window shrinks. Contrarily, with a plasmonic 

nano cavity, the spectral enhancement bandwidth is larger for a given Purcell factor 
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compared to a dielectric cavity, due to the lower Q factor given that spatial alignment is 

maintained in the system. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 The relationship between the radiative lifetime T1, cavity photon lifetime 𝜏𝑐𝑎𝑣, 

homogeneously broadened linewidth 𝛾𝐻, and cavity linewidth Γ𝑝 as functions of the 

cavity Q factor. Two mode volumes are considered: (𝜆 2𝑛⁄ )3  and (𝜆 6𝑛⁄ )3 for optical 

and plasmonic cavities, respectively. The horizontal 1-ps line indicates the goal lifetime. 

The intersection of the red T1 curves and the 1-ps line represent the lowest Q allowed. 

The red curve must intersect the 1-ps line first before any other lines from the left side. 

Otherwise, the minimum cavity T1 will be greater than 1ps. 

 

As demonstrated in Figure 2-1, there are several physical advantages of the metallic 

nano-cavity. First, the magnitude of the Q factor necessary to achieve the picosecond 
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lifetime range is much less than the optical cavity, which means that the spectral 

enhancement window is larger. This is important because the entire emitter linewidth 

much fit within the cavity linewidth. Second, at that lower Q factor value, the cavity 

linewidth is larger than the emitter linewidth; so, the entire emitter spectrum is enhanced. 

Lastly, the photon cavity lifetime is shorter than the emitter lifetime. This ensures that all 

the emitted photons have exited the cavity before the next emitted photon, reducing the 

chance for reabsorption, stimulated emission, or other strong coupling regime effects. For 

the Q factor necessary in the dielectric cavity case, we are operating much closer to the 

regime in which the above stated conditions are not true. Thus, for reaching this high 

enhancement goal and beyond, the plasmonic nano-cavity is the optimum choice. 

 

2.2.1 InGaN/GaN Quantum Dot Structures 

 The plasmonic resonances of the conventional metals used in plasmonic coupling 

typically fall between the ultraviolet and the visible wavelength range [64]. To ensure 

spectral overlap between the QD and the cavity, nitride semiconductors were explored as 

the optimal candidates. They have direct bandgaps from 0.7 – 6.2 eV, and tunable alloys 

allow us to work in the visible range to match silver or gold resonances very well. Thus, 

InGaN/GaN semiconductor QDs were chosen for this work.  
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The InGaN/GaN QDs were fabricated using a top down approach. An InGaN single 

quantum well wafer capped with GaN was epitaxially grown by metal-organic chemical 

vapor deposition (MOCVD) on (0001) sapphire. First, a 1.5-µm thick GaN layer was 

grown on the sapphire substrate. Then, a single 3-nm InGaN quantum well was grown 

and capped with a 10-nm thick GaN layer. All layers were unintentionally n-typed doped 

at a concentration of approximately 3 x 10
16

 (cm
-3

). The emission wavelength of the 

wafer was 470nm. Next, the pillar diameters and positions were defined and patterned 

using the JEOL JBX-6300FS E-beam lithography tool with PMMA 950 A2 resist. A 

Chrome hard mask of 60 – 80-nm was deposited after development of the PMMA. It is 

an etching mask for the dry etching of GaN using inductively coupled plasma reactive ion 

etching (ICP-RIE). Dry etching creates the nano-pillar structure with the InGaN QD. 

Lastly, the remaining Cr hard mask was removed using the Chrome etchant Cr-14. A 

cross section schematic of the fabrication process is shown below in Figure 2-2.
1
 

 

                                                 
1
 Fabrication of the QDs was performed by Chu-Hsiang Teng. 
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Figure 2-2 Schematic of the InGaN/GaN nano-pillar fabrication procedure. The diameter 

of the Chrome cylinder determines the top pillar diameter. The pillars taper at a 72° angle 

due to the etching chemistry. 

 

The epitaxial stack creates the confinement in the vertical direction, while the 

air/InGaN interface generates the lateral confinement for the excitons through strain 

relaxation [65]. More detailed studies of the QD pillars including the fabrication 

procedures, optical properties, and verification of single photon emission by second order 

correlation measurements can be found in Lee [65] and Zhang [21, 23, 24]. The size and 

dimensions of the nano-pillars used were characterized by scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). Our fabrication technique allows for tunable pillar diameters; however, for this 

experiment, pillars with a QD diameter of ~28-nm and a height of 135-nm were used. 

Figure 2-3(b) shows an SEM image of an ordered array of 28-nm diameter QD pillars 

used in this experiment. The fabrication procedure results in ordered and uniform QDs. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 2-3 QD pillar geometry. (a) Schematic of the QD pillar dimensions used for this 

experiment. The QD diameter is 28-nm. (b) SEM image of a dense array of 28-nm QD 

diameter pillars with 300-nm spacing. The dots are ordered and uniform for locating the 

same QD at different measurements [66]. 

 

2.3 The Silver Film Closed Top Cavity Design 

The silver cavity was designed using a conformal layer coating of the pillar 

structures. Silver film coatings have been studied before to enhance the emission from 

Quantum Wells (QWs) including InGaN QWs [67, 68]. The layered film approach was 

chosen instead of an antenna structure as the enhancement mechanism due to the 

fabrication challenges of positioning the antenna close enough to the QD layer. Another 

advantage is that the film layer would self-align to the pillar structure using conventional 

e-beam evaporation techniques, so there is no concern about the QD dimension or 

position being an issue. A dielectric spacer layer between the pillar and the silver film 

was also included in the design as an extra layer to help tune the cavity absorption loss. 
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Since the QW wafer has an emission wavelength of about 470-nm, the silver film cavity 

was designed to have a resonance wavelength within the window of 400-nm- 500-nm. 

The QD pillars emit at a shorter wavelength than the wafer due to the strain relaxation 

effect, so the cavity design was tweaked accordingly. 

 

2.3.1 Cavity Simulation Calculated Parameters 

Lumerical FDTD Solutions was used to design and simulate the silver film cavity 

structure [69]. A dipole source was used to represent the QD emission at the center of the 

QD cylindrical layer. In Lumerical, the ratio of the power radiated by the dipole source in 

different environments is equivalent to the ratio of the decay rates in the two 

environments, as given by 
𝑃

𝑃0
=

𝛾𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝛾0
𝑡𝑜𝑡 [32]. All decay rates are normalized by the nominal 

decay rate for a dipole in the constant dielectric material it is placed [69], which in this 

case is InGaN with an assumed index of refraction of 2.51. Therefore, we can compare 

the effect of the cavity structure on the radiative decay rate, by comparing the dipole’s 

radiated power in the two simulations: the pillar structure with and without the cavity 

layers.  

The AQE of the cavity structure was calculated by measuring the power radiated 

from the dipole in the cavity simulation and comparing that to the power that makes it 
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past the cavity structure into the far field. This is done by placing a box around the dipole 

within the pillar and placing a box outside of the pillar and silver cavity. These monitor 

boxes calculate the power that crosses through them. The fraction of the power that 

makes it to the outer box, which is the far field, is the AQE for the cavity.  

The total decay rate enhancement is calculated by taking the dipole power ratio 

between the two simulations. This total enhancement is the sum of the radiative decay 

rate enhancement or Purcell factor and the enhanced absorption rate due to the cavity 

𝛾𝑎𝑏𝑠. Calculating the fraction of the power that makes it outside of the structure and 

dividing by the radiated power in the control simulation, gives the Purcell factor of the 

cavity. Here, we assume in the control simulation that the decay rate is purely radiative, 

in order to simplify the calculation. Because the actual QD pillar does have intrinsic 

non-radiative decay channels, more calculations must be done to compare the 

experimental lifetime changes to the simulated decay rate changes directly. 

The collection efficiency is calculated from the far-field projection of the fields 

above the pillar. A collection aperture whole angle of 70° is assumed due to the NA of the 

lens in the experimental setup. The ratio of the power in the experimental collection 

aperture of 70º to the total power above the structure in a 180° angle in the far-field is the 

collection efficiency. To calculate this, a power monitor is placed above the pillar and 
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cavity structure than spans across the entire simulation cell and the near fields, �⃗⃗� and �⃗⃗⃗�, 

are measured. From �⃗⃗� and �⃗⃗⃗� near-fields on the monitor, the far field projection is 

calculated [69]. The collection efficiency for the two structures is calculated, and the ratio 

of the collection fraction in the cavity simulation to the collection fraction in the control 

simulation, 𝜉/𝜉0 , is the collection efficiency enhancement. Note, that this is an 

experimental setup parameter, as using different NA lenses will change the collection 

aperture angle. So, while the collection efficiency enhancement does not affect the decay 

rates, it will affect the collectable emission and the experimentally measured emission 

intensity enhancement. 

The excitation enhancement is the local �⃗⃗� field enhancement at the QD due to the 

laser excitation on the sample. Due to the metal cavity surround the QD pillar, there will 

be an enhancement in the local �⃗⃗� field seen by the QD with the same incident laser 

power on the sample without the metal layer. This enhancement is a function of the 

driving laser wavelength and the pillar geometry. In our experimental setup, a 390-nm 

wavelength femtosecond pulsed laser with a spot focused of 30-µm, incident at a 55° 

angle from normal incidence is used to excite the QDs. To simulate this laser’s local �⃗⃗� 

field at the QD, we used a 390-nm plane wave source at the corresponding angle. A plane 

wave approximation was used due to the size of the QD being ~1000 times smaller than 
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the laser spot size. The electric fields were recorded and the intensity for both simulations 

were calculated. Comparing the local field intensity at the QD in the cavity and the QD 

without a cavity, the resulting excitation enhancement due to the 390-nm wavelength 

driving laser was 20.1 times. 

With the Purcell factor, AQE, collection efficiency, and excitation enhancement 

simulated, the emission intensity enhancement can be plotted for different initial QD 

quantum efficiencies using the equation,  

Sem

𝑆0
𝑒𝑚 =

𝜉

𝜉0
∗

𝛾𝑒𝑥𝑐

𝛾0
𝑒𝑥𝑐 ∗

1
1−𝜂0

𝐹𝑝
+

𝜂0
𝜂𝑎

      (2-1) 

substituting (1-14) into (1-8). Since the initial QD QE is unknown, this is a fitting 

parameter to the experimental data. 

 

2.3.2 The Aluminum Oxide and Silver Cavity 

For the cavity simulation, silver was used as the metal layer due to its plasmon 

resonance proximity to the emission wavelength. Johnson and Christy data was used to 

model the silver permittivity [64]. Aluminum oxide (Al2O3) was used as the spacer layer 

due to the availability of conformal deposition using atomic layer deposition (ALD) in 

our fabrication facility with the Oxford ALD tool. The index of refraction for our Al2O3 

was measured to be n= 1.66 through ellipsometry, which was used in the simulations. The 
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GaN and InGaN layers were treated to have an index of refraction of 2.4 and 2.51, 

respectively in the simulation. The pillar height was 135-nm, the top diameter 25-nm, and 

the QD diameter was 28-nm. 

The starting point for the simulations was a 20-nm layer of Al2O3 and a 30-nm silver 

film thickness. This spacer thickness gives a reasonable amount of clearance between the 

emitter and the metal to minimize the quenching effects. The resulting structure 

resembles a core-shell particle. The X-Z cross section is in Figure 2-4.  

 

 

Figure 2-4 The X-Z cross section of the silver cavity with the Al2O3 spacer. The top 

diameter is 25-nm, the Al2O3 spacer thickness is 20-nm, and the Ag film thickness is 

30-nm. The location of the InGaN QD is indicated near the top of the GaN pillar. The 

cavity is radially symmetric [66]. 

 

With a core-shell structure, there is hybridization of the LSPR mode [70], resulting in a 

splitting of the resonance into two at different wavelengths [39, 71]. The high-energy 
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resonance is due to an oscillation across the core within the inner surface of the metal 

shell [39]. In this structure, this results in a surface plasmon at the Ag-Al2O3 layer 

interface, which can be confirmed by solving for the plasmon wavelength from the 

dispersion relation of a surface plasmon polariton at the interface between a metal and a 

dielectric using the Ag parameters and the Al2O3 index of 1.66. The solution surface 

plasmon wavelength is approximately 390-nm, which agrees well with the high-energy 

peak in Figure 2-5(a). In addition, we can see it does not change much with metal 

thickness, which is because the inner metal distance to the QD does not change. The 

low-energy resonance peak is a result of the oscillation across the outer shell surface. 

This is the lowest order mode of oscillation and has the broader of the two peaks. 

 

 

Figure 2-5 Simulated radiative decay rate enhancement or Purcell factor for silver 

thicknesses of 20, 30, and 60-nm. The resonance peak of the cavity blue shifts as the 

silver thickness is increased. (b) Cavity AQE of the decay rate enhancement for silver 

thicknesses of 20, 30, and 60-nm. The values are the fraction of the total decay rate 
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enhancement that is due to radiative enhancement. The lower-energy resonance always 

has higher QE [66]. 

 

From this starting point, we varied the metal thickness to see the effect on the 

resonance wavelength, the Purcell factor, and AQE. By increasing the Ag film thickness 

from 20-nm to 60-nm, the low-energy resonance is blue shifted towards the high-energy 

resonance peak. In the limit as the metal thickness approaches infinity, the two 

resonances converge to a single resonance for a metallic void, which should fall in 

between the two split resonances [39]. As the metal becomes thicker, the wavelength shift 

of the resonance peak is about 60-nm and the Purcell factor is relatively constant, as it 

only decreases by about 10%. Around 450-nm wavelength, the cavity has a high AQE of 

about 70% −80%, which shows that most of the enhancement from this cavity is radiative. 

Here, the Al2O3 layer was included in the control simulation. Its effect on the Purcell 

factor is about a factor of two; so, if we compared the bare pillar to the cavity coated 

pillars, the Purcell factor is about 2 times as large as reported in Figure 2-5. 

In addition to metal thickness, we varied the spacer dielectric thickness to 

understand its effect on the Purcell factor, AQE, and resonance wavelength. In these 

simulations, since the spacer layer is varied, it is not included in the control simulation. 

Therefore, in Figure 2-6(a), for the 20-nm spacer thickness and 30-nm Silver thickness, 
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the Purcell factor is about two times the value (~80) reported in Figure 2-5(a) (~40), 

although it is the same structure. 

 

 
Figure 2-6 Simulated radiative decay rate enhancement or Purcell factor for varying 

Al2O3 spacer thicknesses and a constant silver thicknesses of 20-nm. The resonance peak 

of the cavity red shifts slightly as the oxide thickness is decreased. (b) Cavity AQE of the 

decay rate enhancement for varying Al2O3 thicknesses from 10-nm to 30-nm. The values 

are the fraction of the total decay rate enhancement that is due to radiative enhancement. 

The lower-energy resonance efficiency increases as the spacer thickness increases. 

 

As the oxide thickness is decreased, the Purcell factor increases, due to the reduced 

thickness between the metal and the QD. In addition, there is a slight red shift in the 

resonance wavelength as the spacer thickness decreases, due to the increase in the 

effective index of the core. If we treat the structure with the core-shell approximation, 

decreasing the spacer thickness increases the effective index of the core, as the ratio of 

Al2O3 to InGaN is dropping. This effect is balanced by the fact that decreasing the radius 
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also blue shifts the resonance wavelength. Therefore, the resulting wavelength shift is 

very small, and most of the spacer thicknesses have the same resonance wavelength. 

As the spacer thickness is reduced from 20-nm to 10-nm, the Purcell factor is 

increased by almost 50%. The drawback to the thinner spacer is the reduction in AQE. To 

ensure that we have a high enough QE enhancement, the 20-nm thick spacer was chosen 

for the experiment with the 30-nm thick silver film. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Simulated radiative decay rate enhancement or Purcell factor and AQE for the 

20-nm thick Al2O3 spacer and 30-nm thick Silver cavity on a 25-nm diameter QD. The 

resonance peak is at about 465-nm wavelength and the corresponding AQE is >70%. 

 

Using the cavity design specifications, the excitation intensity enhancement and 
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collection efficiency enhancement were calculated. The excitation intensity enhancement 

for the 390-nm wavelength laser and cavity with these film thicknesses was 20.1 times. 

The collection efficiency enhancement ratio was calculated per wavelength and is plotted 

in Figure 2-8. 

 

 

Figure 2-8 Simulated collection efficiency ratio for the 20-nm thick Al2O3 spacer and 

30-nm thick Silver cavity. The collection angle for the far field is a full cone angle of 70°. 

This is a ratio of the cavity coated QD to the bare QD. 

 

The ratio decreases with wavelength because the larger emission wavelengths in this 

structure emit more outside of the 70° collection cone. The cavity structure scatters light 

away from the center of the collection cone, which is reflected by the fractional ratio. 

The emission intensity enhancement ratio can be calculated with the simulation data 
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for this cavity using equation (2-1). Because the initial QE of the InGaN QDs is unknown, 

the equation is plotted for several initial QE values in order to establish the trends. 

 

 

Figure 2-9 Simulated Emission Intensity Enhancement ratios for the 20-nm Al2O3, 30-nm 

silver cavity over the emission window for varying initial emitter QEs. This is comparing 

the oxide coated pillar to the pillar in the cavity. The fluorescence enhancement ratio is a 

product of the Excitation enhancement ratio, the collection efficiency ratio, and the QE 

ratio. The solid lines are the raw simulation values, and the dotted lines correspond to 

using the fitted collection efficiency ratio instead of the raw data for the product. The 

lower the initial QE, the more fluorescence enhancement that is expected.  

 

Emitters that have a lower initial QE experience larger emission intensity 

enhancement with a metallic cavity than an emitter with a high initial QE. This can be 
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shown by examining the QE ratio in equation (1-14). Since 𝐹𝑝 > 1, the first term in the 

denominator is less than 1. When 𝜂𝑎 > 𝜂0, then the second term in the denominator is 

also less than 1. And, as long as both terms are sufficiently smaller than 1, then their sum 

is less than 1 and the QE ratio is greater than one. Regardless of the InGaN QD initial QE, 

the excitation enhancement is constant due to its dependence on the 390-nm laser 

wavelength, and the collection efficiency ratio is independent of the initial QE. Therefore, 

the QE ratio is the most important term in the emission intensity enhancement for 

determining the fluorescence enhancement in this study.  

 

2.4 Demonstration of the Al2O3 Silver Film Cavity 

The simulations of the cavity parameters showed promising fluorescence 

enhancement for this film structure. While the fabrication procedures for the InGaN/GaN 

QDs are well documented [65], the cavity fabrication required adjusting to conventional 

deposition techniques in order to achieve the desired Silver film coverage. 

 

2.4.1 Cavity Fabrication 

The silver cavity fabrication process is a two-step process. The nano pillars are 

initially coated with a 20-nm Al2O3 spacer layer by ALD (Oxford ALD). ALD allows for 
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highly conformal deposition by depositing one atomic layer a time across the sample 

surface. The layer was deposited at 200°C, its thickness was confirmed by ellipsometry, 

and the index of refraction was measured to be 1.66.  

After the dielectric spacer, the 30-nm silver layer was deposited using e-beam 

evaporation at a deposition rate of 1Å/s. The low deposition rate was used to help reduce 

roughness and ensure that the target thickness was not overshot because of the silver 

thickness dependent resonance wavelength. Sputtering was also considered as a silver 

deposition method due to its ability to coat vertical sidewalls; however, the roughness of 

the silver film measured from evaporation using Atomic Force Microscopy was measured 

to be less than 0.45-nm. Figure 2-10 shows the cavity deposition schematic. 

 

 

Figure 2-10 Fabrication sequence of the silver cavity layers. Al2O3 is deposited using 

ALD to ensure conformal coating. Then, silver is deposited using physical vapor 

deposition in an e-beam evaporator. 

 

While the e-beam evaporated silver gave low substrate roughness using normal 
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incidence deposition, the 72° sidewall angle of the nanopillar caused issues with 

depositing the film on the pillar surface.  

 

 

Figure 2-11 SEM images of the InGaN/GaN QD nanopillars coated in the silver film 

cavity using normal incidence e-beam evaporation of the silver layer. (a) A 45° angle 

tilted SEM image of a 24-nm diameter QD dense array with 300-nm pitch. (b) A single 

24-nm diameter QD located in a sparse array with a 5-µm pitch. 

 

Because the deposition was normal to the surface, there was a lot of layering of silver 

particles on the sidewall instead of a conformal deposition. This coverage deviated 

significantly from the desired simulation design and posed an issue. The sidewall 

effectively had a varying silver thickness profile along its surface, with film discontinuity 

at the bottom surface of the pillar seen in Figure 2-11(a). 

To overcome the issue on the pillar sidewall, angled deposition was employed. 

Inside the evaporation chamber, the sample was mounted onto a wedge with an angle of 

60° degrees. The distance from the silver source to the sample surface was reduced by 
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about 1 inch. Angled deposition changes the sample of the sample with respect to the 

incident material flux so that the pillar sidewall was effectively at an 18° angle for 

deposition. However, with angled deposition, there is shadowing on the opposite side of 

the nanopillar by the nano pillar itself. The sample is rotated 180° halfway through the 

deposition to ensure that all the sidewalls of the pillars are coated and the shadowing 

effects are minimized.
2
 

 

 

Figure 2-12 The sample configuration in the e-beam evaporator chamber. (a) The sample 

orientation mounted at normal incidence to the material flux. The angle between the 

surface and the source is determined by the nanopillar angles. (b) The sample orientation 

mounted on the 60° wedge. The angles of the pillar top and pillar sidewall are adjusted by 

                                                 
2
 Ugo Otuonye provided the angle stage for angled deposition. 
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the wedge angle. 

 

With the reduced angle between the sidewall and the source, the deposition coverage was 

greatly improved and the roughness on the sidewall of the nanopillar was reduced. To 

adjust for the wedge angle and the sample rotation, the cosine rule was used to determine 

the new deposition thickness necessary in this configuration: 

𝑡1

𝑡2
=

cos 𝜃1

cos 𝜃2
        (2-2) 

Initially, 307Å of silver was deposited on one side of the sample. Then, the sample was 

rotated 180° and another 307Å of silver was deposition on the other side of the sample. 

The deposition rate was 5Å/s. This approach resulted in the 30-nm thick silver coverage 

on all portions of the sample. 

 

 
Figure 2-13 A single 28-nm diameter QD pillar from a sparse array coated in Silver using 

the 60° wedge and rotation method. The shadowing is near the base of the pillar, where 

the metal thickness is reduced. The sidewall roughness is reduced significantly and the 
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film continuity is improved [66]. 

 

The angled deposition approach does increase the roughness in the silver on the flat 

portion of the substrate, as seen in Figure 2-13, but the improvement in the pillar 

coverage is significant. There is reduced roughness on the nanopillar sidewall and the 

film is continuous down the sidewall. There is some shadowing at the base of the pillar 

along the rotation axis, but this is minimized due to the rotation itself. Overall, this 

approach worked better for the cavity coverage on the pillars and was used in the actual 

experiment. 

 

2.4.2 Cavity Performance Measurements 

Photoluminescence (PL) and Time-Resolved Photoluminescence (TRPL) 

measurements were taken with a confocal microscopy setup for single QD spectroscopy, 

to optically characterize the QDs and the cavity.
3
 Figure 2-14 shows the setup schematic. 

In this setup, each QD was optically excited from the front (metal) side of the sample 

with a 390-nm wavelength femtosecond pulsed laser focused to a 30-µm spot, incident 

55° from normal incidence. The PL signal was collected using a 40x 0.6NA objective on 

                                                 
3
 Tyler Hill and Lei Zhang assisted with the optical measurements. 
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the same side as the incident laser light. All the measurements were performed at 10 K 

with liquid helium cooling. The details of the optical setup are explained in Zhang [21]. A 

CCD camera was used to visualize the location on the sample, and a motorized stage was 

used for sample movement. For single photon emission verification, a Hanbury Brown 

and Twiss (HBT) interferometer setup was located behind a flip mirror. The pinhole 

located at the focal length of the lens pair was used for isolating the emission from a 

single QD pillar in an array, since the laser spot size excites several pillars. The QD 

lifetime was measured with an APD. 

 

 
Figure 2-14 Single QD spectroscopy setup. The pinhole allows for isolation of the 

emission from a single QD nanopillar [24].  

 

The sample was divided into three sections for the experiment: the control Al2O3 

section, the silver section, and the aluminum section. The control section was for 

intensity calibration between different fabrication steps and measurement days. It was 
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unchanged throughout the experiment. The Ag section is the experimental cavity used to 

show the SPE enhancement due to the LSPR coupling. The Al section was used to rule 

out the source of the enhancement due to non-LSPR effects such as metal reflection. 

There is no expected LSPR for Al in the QD emission range, even though Ag and Al have 

similar reflectivity in that window. Thus, if the enhancement is due to metal reflection, 

both metals should give comparable results for emission intensity. 

The experimental flow is as follows. First, Al2O3 was deposited on all three sections. 

The QDs were measured with the Al2O3 layer as the initial data point to rule out the 

effects of surface passivation from ALD on the bare pillars. Then, the saturation intensity 

of the QDs was found. This is the excitation intensity such that with a higher excitation 

intensity, there is no increase in the emission intensity measured. The dot is effectively 

saturated with carriers. For this sample, that value was 707 W/cm
2
. Individual QDs from 

each section had their PL and TRPL measured at 283 W/cm
2
 (2000µW) and again at 707 

W/cm
2
 (5000µW). Finally, the Ag and Al films were deposited on their respective 

sections, and the measurements were repeated again on the same QDs measured before 

deposition.  

The PL and TRPL emission spectra for a single QD measured at both excitation 

powers with and without the Ag cavity as shown below. Because of the ordered nature of 
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the array, we can ensure we are measuring the same dot at different stages of fabrication. 

 

 

Figure 2-15 Optical measurements of a single QD taken at 10 K before and after the 

deposition of the silver cavity for two excitation intensities, 283 W/cm
2
 (blue) and 707 

W/cm
2
 (black). (a) PL intensity taken initially and (b) the enhanced PL intensity after the 

cavity fabrication. The dotted lines indicate the position of the spectral filter used for the 

TRPL and later autocorrelation measurements. (c) TRPL intensity taken initially was fit 

with a bi-exponential function. The functional weighting of 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 are 0.23 (0.71) 

for 283 W/cm
2
 and 0.26 (0.66) for 707 W/cm

2
. (d) The TRPL intensity taken after the 

cavity deposition. Here, 𝜏 = 1.91ns and 1.80ns at the respective excitation intensities. 

The weighting of the second exponential term was negligible; thus, only one lifetime is 

given [66]. 

 

The Ag cavity caused an improvement in the integrated intensity of the exciton PL 
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by 4.28 and 3.25 times, respectively, at the excitation intensities. Even though there is 

significant spectral mismatch between the emission wavelength and the cavity resonance 

in Figure 2-7, the broad nature of the resonance still causes enhancement. For the TRPL, 

the QDs exhibited two distinct lifetime components before the Ag deposition: a shorter 

component on the order of ~250ps, and a longer component on the order of nanoseconds, 

which was associated with the exciton emission. This was confirmed later in the g
2
(0) 

lifetime fittings and from the cavity lifetime, which is still longer than the ~250ps 

component. Because of the two-step nature of the data, the TRPL data was fitted with a 

bi-exponential function to quantify the magnitude of each lifetime component in the 

collected signal. The function weights of 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 are 0.23 (0.71) with lifetimes of 

0.25ns and 13.5ns for 283 W/cm
2
 and 0.26 (0.66) with lifetimes of 0.25ns and 12.9ns for 

707 W/cm
2
. From the weighting, we can see that the short lifetime component only 

accounts for about ⅓ of the emission intensity. After the cavity deposition, there was only 

one TRPL lifetime of 1.91ns (1.80ns) respectively, as the weight for the second less was 

less than 1%, signifying a single exponential. The lifetime reduction ratio for the QD was 

calculated using only the long lifetime component, since that component dominated the 

bi-exponential. For this QD, the lifetime reduction ratio at 283 W/cm
2
 was 7.1 ± 0.02 

times, and at 707 W/cm
2
, it was 7.2 ± 0.02 times. 
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The same measurement procedure was repeated for several QDs in each of the three 

sections and the PL intensity enhancement ratio versus the TRPL lifetime reduction ratio 

was plotted on a log-log plot for the lower excitation intensity of 283 W/cm
2
. 

 

 
Figure 2-16 Lifetime reduction and PL intensity enhancement on a log-log plot for each 

individual QD measured in the three sample sections with an excitation intensity of 283 

W/cm
2
. The (black) circles represent the Ag cavity data, the (red) squares represent the Al 

cavity data, and the (blue) diamonds represent the control (Al2O3) data. Values less than 1 

indicate a reduction in intensity or the lifetime increasing, respectively. The dotted lines 

represent no change for the axis parameter, and their intersection indicates the point of an 

unchanged dot [66]. 

 

From Figure 2-16, the effect of the Ag and Al cavities can be seen clearly. The control 
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section had some slight variation, but remained mostly unchanged between 

measurements as the data clustered around one for both ratios. The intersection of the 

dotted lines corresponds to an unchanged dot, which is where the control data is centered. 

With the Ag cavity, there was simultaneous intensity enhancement and lifetime reduction, 

as the data is centralized in the upper right quadrant, signifying enhancement of the 

spontaneous emission rate. In the Al cavity, there is the expected lifetime reduction 

associated with placing a metal structure near an emitter, but there is also intensity 

reduction. The data is localized to the lower right quadrant. The Al has more losses and 

does not have a resonance in this wavelength range, so there is no intensity enhancement. 

The average intensity enhancement taken from the 20 QDs measured in the Ag 

section is 10.9 ± 2.6 times with an average lifetime reduction of 15.0 ± 1.6 times. The 

larger lifetime reduction ratio compared to the intensity enhancement ratio is attributed to 

the additional nonradiative recombination from the Ag cavity in the form of absorption, 

since the AQE is less than unity. The averages of the results in the Al section were 0.23 

± 0.04 times for the intensity ratio and 3.13 ± 0.61 times for the lifetime ratio. The 

contrast between the Ag and Al results ruled out the mirror effect as the enhancement 

source. For the control section, some of the QDs showed slight changes in the lifetime. 

Over time, the shorter lifetime component of the QD from the bi-exponential fitting 
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becomes more weighted. The origins of the shorter lifetime component and its changes 

over time are unknown and are under worth studying in future work. In addition, the 

initial exciton lifetimes of interest are on the order of the repetition time of the laser 

(12.5ns). Because of this, the fitting of the longer lifetime component is more susceptible 

to fluctuations between measurement days, which can result in perceived lifetime 

variations that may not be physical. Overall, the control section stayed consistent between 

measurements. 

The Purcell factor, the lifetime reduction ratio, and the intensity enhancement ratio 

determine how good the cavity is and how it compares to the simulation. Since we only 

experimentally have the latter two factors, we need to arrange equation (2-1) in terms of 

those factors to solve for the Fp. By substituting into equation (1-14) the lifetime 

components for the quantum efficiencies, we can get: 

η

𝜂0
= 𝐹𝑝 ×

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡
0         (2-3) 

where 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑛𝑒𝑤 is the measured lifetime after the cavity and 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡

0  is the initially measured 

long lifetime component from the bi-exponential fitting. This allows us to relate the QE 

ratio into terms that we have measured. 

In order to remove the excitation intensity enhancement from equation (1-14) and 

the Purcell factor calculation, the saturation intensity was measured experimentally. If the 
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QD is pumped at its saturation intensity, then the enhanced electric field at the QD 

location due to the metal structure will not affect the number of generated carriers, since 

the carriers are already saturated. To calculate the saturation intensity, the excitation 

intensity was swept across three orders of magnitude up to 1500 W/cm
2
, and the emission 

intensity was measured for individual QDs in each section. 

 

 

Figure 2-17 PL intensity saturation curves for two individual QDs measured before (open 

marker) and after (filled marker) the Ag cavity deposition. The saturation curve for the Al 

coated QD in (red) as a reference. The two different integrated intensity saturation levels 

in the Ag QDs demonstrate the enhanced radiative decay process [66]. 
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From this measurement, the saturation intensity was established to be 707 W/cm
2
, as the 

integrated intensity for the oxide coated QDs levels off around that excitation intensity. 

This is why the data was taken at two intensities for each QD, to ensure that the 

saturation point was included.  

With the saturation intensity established, we studied its effect on the PL intensity 

ratio. 

 

 

Figure 2-18 PL intensity enhancement versus lifetime reduction ratio for each Ag cavity 

QD measured at the saturation intensity of 707 W/cm
2
. Values less than 1 indicate a 

reduction in the intensity or the lifetime increasing, respectively. Dotted guidelines show 

the intensity enhancement ratio ‘y’ as a function of the lifetime reduction ratio ‘x’ [66]. 
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When excitation enhancement is removed by pumping above saturation (at 707 W/cm
2
), 

the average PL intensity enhancement ratio was decreased by about 30% from 10.9 ± 

2.6 times to 7.33 ± 1.32 times. This makes sense as the electric field enhancement seen 

as the lower pumping intensity of 283 W/cm
2
 is now compensated by saturating the QDs 

initially. Using the linear guidelines on Figure 2-18, the data appears to fall into two 

distinct groups: QDs that have fractional intensity enhancement of the lifetime reduction, 

and QDs that have intensity enhancement scale greater than the lifetime reduction, by 

roughly a factor of two. 

The first regime is to be expected of a metallic cavity, because the AQE is less than 

1. For this Ag cavity, around the emission wavelength of 411-nm, the simulated AQE is 

0.47 from Figure 2-7. Part of the lifetime reduction is due to metal losses such Joule (heat) 

losses, which contributes to the low AQE. If the initial QD QE is close to unity, then the 

final QE in the cavity will approach the upper bound, which is the cavity AQE. Since 

most of the QDs initially were very bright, this could imply that the initial QEs were 

relatively high. Thus, the fractional relationship is to be expected. 

  In the second regime, having the scalar intensity change implies that the QDs either 

have a low initial QE or were not fully saturated at the excitation intensity of 707 W/cm
2
. 
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Compared to the other QDs in this section, those three QDs were relatively dim initially, 

making the low initial QE hypothesis a high possibility. So, the cavity improves the final 

QE of the QDs and the intensity enhancement is the result. Even with the metal losses, a 

net QE improvement is possible for poor emitters. 

Pumping the QDs at the saturation intensity accounts for the excitation enhancement 

ratio in equation (2-1). However, because we are using pulsed excitation instead of a 

continuous wave source, we must consider the laser repetition rate and its effect on the 

exciton occupation probability in the QDs. Hence, equation (2-1) is rewritten with 

consideration for the experimental parameters as: 

Snew

𝑆0
=

𝜉𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝜉0
∗

𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝐼)

𝑓0(𝐼)
∗

𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝑅0
∗

𝜂𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝜂0
    (2-4) 

Here, ‘S’ is the emission intensity 𝑆𝑒𝑚, ‘𝜉’ is the collection efficiency, ‘𝑓(𝐼)’ is the QD 

exciton occupation probability, ‘R’ is the effective QD fill rate, and ‘𝜂’ is the emitter QE. 

The new factors here are ‘f(I)’ and ‘R’. The factor f(I) is the probability that the QD is 

excited into its excitonic state when the QD is empty and the laser pulse hits. f(I) will 

increase with the excitation intensity, ‘Iexc’, at the QD and will reach unity at the 

saturation intensity ‘Isat’, 𝑓(𝐼𝑠𝑎𝑡) = 1, once the excitonic state is filled and not given 

enough time to decay.  

The product (𝑅 × 𝜂), is the rate in which the QD generates photons. To understand 
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‘R’, we first consider the continuous wave excitation case. Under continuous wave 

excitation, R is simply the inverse of the QD lifetime 𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡. The QD cannot be refilled 

until the exciton decays. Under pulsed excitation, R is a function of the laser repetition 

rate and is limited by the repetition rate Rlaser. Because the QD can only be refilled if it is 

empty when the laser pulse hits, the PL intensity measured depends on both Rlaser and 

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡. For a QD with a lifetime much shorter than the laser repetition time (1/Rlaser), the 

QD is always empty at the time of the new laser pulse. In this case, R is simply Rlaser, 

which is (1/12.5ns) for our setup. However, for a QD with a lifetime comparable or much 

longer than the repetition time of the laser, the effective repetition time (1/R) is written as 

a weighted sum of the repetition interval 

1

𝑅
= ∑ (𝑝𝑛 ×

𝑛

𝑅𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟
)∞

𝑛=1       (2-5) 

where ‘n’ is the n-th repetition interval during which the QD decays and pn is the 

associated probability of decay during that interval. The area under the exponential decay 

fitting TRPL data for the lifetime determines pn for each interval. The R ratio (𝑅𝑛𝑒𝑤/𝑅0) 

at 283 W/cm
2
 for the silver QDs ranged between 1.4−3.2, and at saturation (707 W/cm

2
) 

the R ratio range was between 1.4−2.8. 

With the R ratio and the fact that at saturation the QD exciton occupation probability 

ratio is unity, the Purcell factor is calculated for each of the Ag cavity QDs. For this 
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calculation, resulting Purcell factor is the lower bound, since we ignored the collection 

efficiency ratio, which is less than one from simulation. At saturation, the average Purcell 

factor for the 20 QDs was 46 ± 9.0 with a fractional error of less than 5% for each 

individually calculated Purcell factor. The Purcell factor of each dot is plotted in Figure 

2-19. Since, there is an association between initial QD brightness and intensity 

enhancement, the Purcell factors are in order of the QD’s initial PL intensity. Sorting the 

values this way, it is easy to see that indeed the dimmest initial QDs have the largest 

Purcell factors. Also, included above the PL intensity is the PL peak photon energy in eV. 

As the QD diameter decreases, the photon energy increases, due to the diameter 

dependent strain. Although the entire QD array is designed around one diameter, there is 

slight variations of ±2-nm. Smaller QDs have a larger surface-to-volume ratio, which 

contributes to lower QEs due to enhanced surface recombinations. Therefore, the smaller 

dots have a lower QE and receive more Purcell enhancement.  
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Figure 2-19 Initial measured PL intensity for the oxide coated QDs and the calculated 

Purcell factor in the Ag cavity at the saturation intensity of 707 W/cm
2
. The dots are in 

order of PL emission intensity collected initially from left to right. Numerical labels 

above the bars correspond to the PL peak energy in eV. The dimmest dots have the largest 

photon energy, indicative of the smaller QD size. Smaller QDs received the largest 

enhancement and have a larger Purcell factors [66]. 

 

According to the numerical calculations, small variations in the QD diameter and 

thickness of 10% (2.8-nm) of the intended value do not result in as large a change in the 

enhancement as observed in Figure 2-19. Thus, the origin of the correlation between the 

variation in the Purcell factor and the initial QD QE is uncertain and is a study for future 

investigation. 
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2.4.3 Cavity Enhanced Single Photon Emission 

For the InGaN QDs made by this top dot method, previously we have demonstrated 

single photon emission by the autocorrelation measurement up to 90 K [21]. However, 

we had not recorded enhanced single photon emission through cavity coupling. In this 

experiment, in addition to the characterization of the PL and TRPL changes with the Ag 

cavity, the effect on the single photon emission was studied. To verify that the InGaN 

nanodisks within the nanopillars are indeed true QDs, we performed a second-order 

correlation (𝑔2) measurement. Using the HBT interferometer setup, photons that are 

emitted from the QD are split between a two arms: a start arm and a stop arm. When a 

photon is detected at one of the two arms, a timer is initiated that stops when a photon is 

detected at the second arm. Due to the nature of the photon, if the QD is a true SPS, then 

the single photon cannot be detected simultaneously at both detectors. Thus, at a time 

delay of zero or zero nanoseconds between detections, the value of the autocorrelation 

should be zero. 
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Figure 2-20 Autocorrelation 𝑔2 measurements for the QD examined in Figure 2-15 at 10 

K. (a) 𝑔2 measurement of the QD before the addition of the cavity, measured with an 

excitation intensity of 707 W/cm
2
. The data is shown without background subtraction. 

The fitting (solid red) gives a 𝑔2(0) values of 0.29 and a lifetime 𝜏 = 9.41 ± 1.32 ns. 

(b) Autocorrelation taken with the Ag cavity, showing maintained single photon emission 

and a 𝑔2(0) value of 0.43 with a reduced lifetime of 𝜏 = 2.21 ± 0.13 ns. [66]. 

 

The emission from the QD was spectrally filtered along the dotted lines in Figure 

2-15 for this measurement in order to reduce the contribution from the non-excitonic 

emission. The data was fit following the formulism in Zhang [21]. The QD initially 

started as a single photon emitter, indicated by the 𝑔2(0) of 0.29, which is less than the 

accepted value of 0.5. There is clear photon antibunching without background subtraction. 

The measurements in Figure 2-20(a) & (b) look different due to the different lifetimes. 

Initially the QD has a long lifetime, so in between the laser repetitions over 12.5ns, the 

signal does not fully decay to the background value in Figure 2-20(a). In Figure 2-20(b), 

as the lifetime is not much shorter than the repetition time, the decay to the background 
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value between laser pulses is more pronounced. Inside the cavity, the 𝑔2(0) value 

increased to 0.43, but it is still below 0.5. The increase in the g
2
(0) value is due to the 

enhancement of the background emission that overlaps with the exciton spectrum. The 

base of the PL spectrum in Figure 2-15(b) within the spectral filter is still very broad, and 

it contaminates the measurement. From the autocorrelation measurements, the exciton 

lifetime can be fit to a single exponential. The lifetime fittings agree with the magnitude 

of the lifetimes measured from the TRPL measurement and reaffirm the conclusion that 

the long lifetime component in Figure 2-15(c) is the correct lifetime. The single photon 

emission is enhanced and preserved by the Ag cavity. 

 

2.5 Summary 

In summary, we demonstrated single photon emission coupled to a silver film cavity 

structure. Taking advantage of the tapered nanopillar shape in the cavity design, the silver 

cavity was self-aligning with the QDs. By introducing the angled deposition procedure, 

we were able to reduce sidewall roughness and improve film coverage along the side of 

the nanopillars. Even with spectral mismatch between the QDs and the cavity LSPR, 

order of magnitude enhancements were observed in the emission intensity and lifetime 

reduction. The average Purcell factor of the cavity taken from the 20 QDs measured with 
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the cavities was 46. These results are significant as they show the simultaneous 

enhancement of many QDs with a single cavity coating across a large area, which has a 

large practical significance over other methods that involve a cavity to be placed around 

individual dots. In addition, lifetimes on the order of ~1ns were demonstrated, indicating 

we are approaching the gigahertz repetition rate. 

While we were able to demonstrate the QD-cavity coupling, our current setup had a 

few limitations. The wavelength mismatch and the taper of the nanopillar reduced the 

maximum Purcell factor achievable with this structure. The goal of the picosecond time 

scale requires more engineering of the enhancement for a larger Purcell factor. In the 

upcoming chapters, the cavity wavelength matching the emission wavelength is 

addressed, and the cavity design is adjusted to increase the expected Purcell factor by two 

orders of magnitude. Resonance wavelength matching leads to improved emission 

intensity enhancement. The open top cavity builds upon the silver film cavity design in 

this chapter and takes advantage of the nanopillar wet etching technique to bring the 

silver closer to the QD without significantly reducing the AQE. 
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Chapter 3  

Silver Cavity Fabrication Improvements: Increasing the 

Emission Intensity Enhancement 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that the silver film cavity can be deposited on a 

sample with conventional deposition techniques and used to couple the emission from the 

QDs to the LSPR of the silver cavity. Due to the broadband resonance of a metallic cavity, 

there was still resonance enhancement with the emission wavelength mismatch to the 

resonance. In order to better characterize the strength of the cavity, overlapping the 

emission wavelength and resonance wavelength is key. In this chapter, the focus is on 

improving the wavelength overlap, improving on the silver film deposition coverage, and 

increasing the Purcell factor of the cavity.  

Since the emission wavelength of the QDs at the intended diameter of 25-nm is 

fixed at 411-nm with the previous wafer sample, matching the emission wavelength to 

the resonance wavelength requires another sample with a longer emission wavelength. By 
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increasing the indium concentration in the epitaxial wafer, the emission wavelength can 

be red-shifted. However, due to the larger indium concentration, the internal QE of the 

emitters is reduced. There is more strain in the system with the larger lattice mismatch, 

which affects the radiative recombination efficiency. Thus, the QDs from this wafer will 

have a longer decay lifetime, and an even larger Purcell factor will be necessary to 

achieve the picosecond timescale. 

The coverage of the silver cavity film on the nanopillars is critical for its 

performance, as the thickness of the cavity controls the resonance condition and surface 

roughness lowers the AQE of the cavity. Depositing silver using the angle deposition 

approach improved the silver sidewall coverage on the pillar structure, but due to the 

single rotation, left the sample with rotation induced shadowing along the rotation 

direction, as seen in Figure 2-13. In order to overcome this rotation induced shadowing, 

constant rotation would be required. A rotational stage, with angle adjustment was built in 

order have the sample constantly rotating during deposition. This improved the silver 

coverage by reducing the self-induced shadowing. 

As previously demonstrated in Chapter 2.3.2, changing the oxide spacer thickness 

affects the total enhancement from the cavity. This is due to the reduction in the distance 

between the metal layer and the emitter. In order to get a larger Purcell factor out of the 
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new cavity design, the spacer layer thickness was reduced from 20-nm to 10-nm of Al2O3. 

Even with half of the spacer layer, an AQE of >60% can still be achieved with the cavity 

design. 

Adjusting these three parameters in this experiment resulted in improved emission 

intensity enhancement with larger pillar structures, demonstrating the improved coupling 

through wavelength matching. 

 

3.2 Resonance Wavelength Matching 

The effect of the reduced spacer thickness on the cavity resonance wavelength was 

characterized initially before the indium composition in the wafer was designed, to 

ensure better wavelength matching. Using Figure 2-6 as a starting point, the Purcell 

factor and AQE of a 30-nm thick silver and 10-nm thick Al2O3 cavity was studied for QD 

nanopillars with diameters of 25-nm, 28-nm, and 32-nm. The larger diameters were also 

considered due to the as they have a higher fabrication yield. From the measurement of 

the sample with the 10-nm Al2O3 layer taken during the experiment, it was very clear that 

the 32-nm diameter nanopillars were the smallest diameter that we could reliably identify 

and measure repeatedly for measurement comparisons. The data was taken with large 

excitation intensity (1.415 kW/cm
2
) to ensure that the arrays could be seen. 
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Figure 3-1 CCD camera images of the arrays of the nanopillars from the higher indium 

concentration wafer taken at 1.415 kW/cm
2
. (a) An array of 28-nm diameter nanopillars. 

Most nanopillars do not emit, so it is difficult to determine the array position. (b) An 

array of 32-nm diameter nanopillars. This is the smallest size that has identifiable pillars 

in the grid for comparative measurements. The yellow circle corresponds to the focus of 

the pinhole in the confocal setup in Figure 2-14. 

 

With an increase in the diameter, the expected Purcell factor decreases, as the structure is 

larger and the metal film is further away from the center of the emitter. Increasing the 

diameter by 7-nm to 32-nm leads to a two-fold reduction in the Purcell factor. So, 

~30-nm is the largest diameter that should be considered with this type of cavity structure 

for significant enhancement. Even with the reduced spacer thickness, the expected AQE 

for the three diameters is >60% at the resonance peak. The AQE increases with diameter 

in Figure 3-2, due to the lowered metal losses in a larger structure.  
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Figure 3-2 Simulated Purcell factor and AQE for the 30-nm silver, 10-nm Al2O3 film 

cavity on varying pillar diameters of (a) 25-nm, (b) 28-nm, and (c) 32-nm, respectively. 

The Purcell factor decreases with diameter while the AQE increases with diameter. The 

resonance peak wavelength is relatively constant with diameter. 

 

For the 32-nm diameter nanopillar, the resonance wavelength peak is about 480-nm 

and the expected Purcell factor is ~60 with an AQE of ~72%. The resonance peak 

wavelength is relatively constant with diameter, as the diameter change is less than 

10-nm and the change in the effective index of refraction of the pillar and spacer layer 

under the silver is small. Based on the simulation design, the desired emission 

wavelength for the nanopillar structures is 480-nm. An X-Z cross section of the 
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re-designed cavity layers compared to the original cavity structure is shown in Figure 3-3. 

The metal thicknesses are the same; only the spacer thickness is reduced. Compared to 

the previous simulation parameters in Chapter 2, at the emission wavelength, which is 

indicated by the red arrow, we expect a six times increase in the Purcell factor from ~10 

to ~60 and a 53% increase in the AQE from 0.47 to 0.72. 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Comparison of the original silver cavity to the new silver cavity with the 

thinner Al2O3 spacer layer. (a) X-Z schematic of the original 30-nm Ag, 20-nm Al2O3 

cavity on a 25-nm diameter QD. (b) X-Z schematic of the new 30-nm Ag, 10-nm Al2O3 

cavity on a 32-nm diameter QD. (c) Simulated Purcell factor and AQE for the 30-nm 

silver, 20-nm Al2O3 film cavity on 25-nm diameter QD. (d) Simulated Purcell factor and 

AQE for the 30-nm silver, 10-nm Al2O3 film cavity on 32-nm diameter QD. The red 

arrows correspond to the emission wavelength used in the experiment. 
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3.3 Angled Rotational Deposition 

Angled deposition of the silver layer helped to fix the sidewall coverage of the 

nanopillar structures, but introduced the issue of shadowing. For sparsely placed 

nanopillars, like the previous experiment, the effects of shadowing are minimal, since 

there are no adjacent structures. There was only self-shadowing along the rotational axis 

due to two deposition steps. However, for a denser array of QD nanopillars with spacing 

less than a few microns, the neighboring nanopillars start to block the incoming metal 

flux, resulting in complete gaps in the metal coverage. To fix this issue, rotation was 

added to the deposition in order to minimize the duration of shadowing along any given 

axis. 

The rotational stage was fabricated using metal machining and 3-D printing. For 

rotation, a servo motor and battery were used. They were fitted into sockets on a 3-D 

printed stage. Attached to the motor was a glass slide for sample mounting and a 

100-ohm potentiometer for rotational velocity control. 
4
 

 

                                                 
4
 Chih-Wei Chien performed the stage 3-D printing.  
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Figure 3-4 Parts of the rotational stage. (a) The machined steel triangles for angle 

mounting. (b) The 3-D printed stage wrapped in aluminum foil. There are slots for the 

servomotor, battery holder, and potentiometer. (c) The bottom side of the stage loaded 

into the metal carrier. The glass slide is the mounting point for the sample. The stage is 

secured by clamps into the carrier.  

 

The entire 3-D printed stage was loaded onto a metal carrier and secured by clamps. The 

stage itself was wrapped in aluminum foil to help with heat dissipation during deposition, 

as the 3-D printed material is sensitive to heat. The metal carrier is mounted using an 

angled wedge to a holder that fits in the deposition chamber slot. Two angle wedges were 

fabricated with machined steel for different deposition angles. The entire structure allows 

the user to set the deposition angle and rotational speed by the potentiometer.
5
 

 

                                                 
5
 Angle wedges machined by the Physics department machine shop. 
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Figure 3-5 The assembled rotational stage, angled mount, and chamber mount. (a) The 

raised foil protects the circuit components during deposition with the high angle mount 

(75°). (b) Protractor measurement of the angle, confirming the 75° mount is 75°. (c) 

Illustration of the rotational assembly mounted into the evaporator chamber. This was a 

test fit in the chamber, so the stage is not wrapped in protective foil.  

 

For this angled rotational deposition experiment, the 30° mount was used. The 
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resulting angle of the sample on the mount was ~60°. The speed of rotation was set for 

1-2 rotations per second. Since the rotational velocity is controlled by potentiometer turns, 

this rate used for each deposition is approximate. Due to the reduced throw distance of 

the material to the sample mounting point, the programmed deposition thickness was 

adjusted accordingly to ensure that 30-nm of silver was deposited. Figure 3-6 shows a 

comparison of 30-nm of silver deposited on dense arrays by the angle deposition 

approach with one rotation halfway through and the rotational deposition approach with 

1-2 revolutions per second (rps).  

 

 

Figure 3-6 SEM images comparing the silver deposition technique on dense arrays. 

30-nm of silver is deposited in both cases at an angle of 60°. (a) The angled deposition 

approach with a rotation halfway through the deposition. The initial pillars were tapered 

sidewall. (b) The rotational angled deposition approach with 1-2rps. The initial pillars 

were vertical with 90° sidewalls.  

 

In (a) the initial pillars were tapered and in (b) the initial pillars were vertical. The most 
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noticeable improvement with the rotational deposition is the reduction in the inter-pillar 

shadowing. The coverage on the substrate portion is smoother with rotational deposition. 

Due to the use of vertical pillars, there is some film discontinuity at the base of the pillars, 

but this is not an issue with the tapered pillars using this technique. In both cases, the 

nanopillar sidewall is well coated, so the rotational deposition improvements are mainly 

saving time during deposition and improving the substrate coverage. 

 

3.4 Measurement of the Wavelength Matched Cavity 

To test the new wavelength matched cavity, we employed a similar methodology as 

in Chapter 2.4. The indium concentration in the active region was selected such that the 

emission wavelength for the nanopillars in the diameter range of 20nm−40nm would be 

close to 480-nm. Measurements were taken before and after cavity deposition on the 

same dots to compare the PL Intensity and the TRPL lifetime.
6
 

 

3.4.1 Cavity Fabrication Procedures 

The cavity was fabricated using a two-step procedure. First, the 10-nm Al2O3 layer 

was deposited at 200°C using ALD at a rate of 1.05Å/s. Then the silver film was 

                                                 
6
 Tyler Hill assisted in the optical measurements. 
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deposited in the Cooke E-beam evaporator using the rotational angled stage. The 

mounting angle of the sample was ~60° and the stage was rotating at a rate of 1-2rps. The 

programmed deposition thickness of 368Å was calculated such that 30-nm of silver was 

deposited across the pillar surface. The sample was split into two sections: one for control 

measurements and one for the silver deposition. Aluminum was not used in this 

experiment as a comparison, since its effect was previously studied [66]. 

 

3.4.2 Measuring the Wavelength Matched Cavity 

The QD measurements were performed using the same spectroscopy setup as in 

Figure 2-14, with the exception of a few filters that were changed to accommodate the 

new longer emission wavelength. The initial measurements were taken after the Al2O3 

layer deposition to rule out the contribution of surface passivation. Then, the saturation 

intensity was identified for the sample of 32-nm diameter QDs. The saturation intensity 

was 1.415 kW/cm
2
, which is double the intensity value necessary for the other wafer. 

This is attributed to the increased defect density with an increased indium concentration. 

The PL Intensity measurements were taken with a streak camera, and the TRPL 

measurements were taken with an APD. Twenty QDs were measured in the control 

section and twenty QDs were measured in the metal section. 
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Before proceeding with the metal deposition, the emission wavelength of the 32-nm 

diameter nanopillars was confirmed using the streak camera, in case cavity design 

changes needed to be made. This measurement was taken at 1.415 kW/cm
2
, since that 

was the saturation excitation intensity. In addition, lower excitation intensities increased 

the integration time significantly, as the sample was very dim. 

 

 

Figure 3-7 PL Intensity measured from a single 32-nm QD nanopillar coated in 10-nm of 

Al2O3 at an excitation intensity of 1.415 kW/cm
2
 or 10000 µW of power focused into a 

30-µm diameter spot. (a) The Raw data measured by the streak camera from a 30 second 

integrated of the emission intensity. (b) Background subtracted data normalized by the 

exposure time of 30 seconds. (c) PL Intensity spectrum after background subtraction, 

exposure time normalization, and a moving average to remove spikes. The PL Intensity 

wavelength is about 480-nm.  

 

The emission spectrum wavelength is localized around 480-nm. The streak camera 

data is processed, as the exposure time is long and there are significant background 

counts. The raw data is shown in Figure 3-7(a). After background subtraction and 

normalization by the 30-second integration time, we arrive at Figure 3-7(b). The data is 
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summed around the vertical axis to get the total counts per wavelength and a moving 

average is applied to get the resulting trace in Figure 3-7(c). This procedure is repeated 

for each of the 40 QDs measured, with varying integration time to account for intensity 

differences. While the TRPL lifetime can be measured with a streak camera, the lifetimes 

of the QDs were on the order of tens of nanoseconds, which is longer than the streak 

camera time ranges for measurement. This is why APDs were used for the TRPL 

measurements. 

Figure 3-8 shows the integrated PL intensity for the 17 QDs measured in the metal 

section with and without the silver cavity taken at 1.415 kW/cm
2
. Only 17 dots are shown 

because 3 QDs could not be identified after fabrication. The integrated PL intensity is 

calculated by summing up the PL intensity counts in the post-processed streak camera 

trace like Figure 3-7(c). The dots are arranged in a histogram to see if there were any 

trends. 
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Figure 3-8 Integrated PL Intensity measured from the 17 QDs of 32-nm diameter in the 

experimental section with an excitation intensity of 1.415 kW/cm
2
. The Integrated 

Intensity is the sum of all the counts in the post-processed streak camera traces. (a) The 

Integrated intensity for the Al2O3 coated QDs. (b) The Integrated intensity after the silver 

deposition. The data is normalized by the control section intensity.  

 

Inspection of the two histograms shows the PL intensity enhancement is over an order of 

magnitude. The actual PL enhancement ratio for each dot is shown in Figure 3-9. 
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Figure 3-9 Ratio of the Integrated PL Intensity measured from the 17 QDs of 32-nm 

diameter in the experimental section with an excitation intensity of 1.415 kW/cm
2
 taken 

before and after silver deposition for sample PCS50. The average PL intensity 

enhancement ratio is ~20. Several QDs had significant PL intensity enhancement. 

 

The average PL enhancement is 20 times, which better than the 7.3 times PL 

enhancement seen in the previous experiment [66]. Matching the emission wavelength to 

the cavity resonance wavelength improved the emission enhancement ratio. The 

improvement in the cavity AQE resulted in more radiation and less metal absorption. 

The TRPL data for these QDs was measured using the same APD setup from 

Chapter 2.4.2. Similarly, the lifetime traces were fit with a bi-exponential decay function 

and the effective lifetime was calculated as the weighted sum of the two lifetime 
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components since both weights were significant. 

𝜏𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑊1 × 𝜏1 + 𝑊2 × 𝜏2     (3-1) 

Using this method, the lifetimes before and after the cavity are shown in the histograms 

below. The poor radiative efficiency of this sample is the reason for the long initial 

lifetimes, which also explains why the smaller diameter dots could not be identified using 

1.415 kW/cm
2
 excitation intensity. 

 

 

Figure 3-10 TRPL lifetime measured from the 17 QDs of 32-nm diameter in the 

experimental section with an excitation intensity of 1.415 kW/cm
2
. The lifetime is the 

weighted sum of the bi-exponentially fitted lifetime components. (a) The lifetime for the 

Al2O3 coated QDs. (b) The lifetime after the silver deposition. The dotted line 

corresponds to the histogram average. 

 

The average effective lifetime of the 17 QDs decreases from ~39ns to 7.5ns. This results 

in an average lifetime reduction ratio of 5.2 times, which is less than the average of 12 
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times reduction from the previous experiment. In this experiment, the QDs had more 

intensity enhancement than lifetime reduction, which is the opposite of what occurred in 

the first experiment. This can be attributed to the improved cavity AQE at the emission 

wavelength, resulting in a larger fraction of radiative enhancement with this 

wavelength-matched cavity. For completeness, the average Purcell factor was 39, which 

was calculated using equations (2-3) – (2-5), assuming the fill factor ratio is unity at 

saturation and the collection efficiency ratio is ignored. This is very similar to the 

previous experiment’s average Purcell factor of 46. Thus, for cavities with similar Purcell 

factor, the cavity AQE will determine the amount of intensity enhancement versus 

lifetime reduction. 

 

3.5 Quantum Dot Quantum Efficiency Calculations 

The spectroscopy experiments measure the strength of the cavity through the 

lifetime reduction and intensity enhancement ratios, and the experimental Purcell factor 

can be calculated from this data. However, without a way to measure the QE for the 

InGaN QDs, the radiative decay rate enhancement cannot be directly measured. The 

relationship between the decay rates, QE, Purcell factor, and cavity AQE as described in 

equations (1-10) – (1-14) can be re-written as follows. 
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Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡
0 = Γ𝑟𝑎𝑑

0 + Γ𝑁𝑅       (3-2) 

Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐴𝑔

= Γ𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝐴𝑔

+ Γ𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐴𝑔

+  Γ𝑁𝑅     (3-3) 

Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐴𝑔

= 𝐸𝜂0Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡
0 + (1 − 𝜂0)Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡

0     (3-4) 

𝜂0 =
Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐴𝑔
−Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡

0

𝐸Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡
0 −Γ𝑡𝑜𝑡

0        (3-5) 

𝜂0 = (
𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡

0

𝜏𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐴𝑔 − 1) (

𝐹𝑝

𝜂𝑎
− 1)⁄      (3-6) 

Equations (3-2) and (3-3) are the decay rate for the bare QD and the cavity QD 

respectively. The decay rate for the cavity QD can be rewritten in terms of the total cavity 

enhancement E, and the initial QD QE 𝜂0, in equation (3-4). From equation (3-4), 

solving for the initial QE and substitution of the Purcell factor and AQE are done in 

equation (3-5) and (3-6), respectively. In order to determine the QD QEs before and after 

the cavity structure, either the simulated Purcell Factor or cavity AQE must be assumed 

true. Since the experimental Purcell factor is calculated from the data, the cavity AQE 

predicted in the simulation is used for the calculation in equation (3-6). 

Assuming the cavity AQE of ~0.70 is the true value, the QD QE is calculated before 

and after the silver cavity and plotted in the histograms below. 
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Figure 3-11 The calculated QE of the QDs before and after the silver cavity. (a) The 

initial QE, with an average of 0.18, as indicated by the dotted line. Each bin is 0.05 in 

width. (b) The final QE inside the silver cavity, with an average of 0.59. Each bin is 0.01 

in width. The insets show the QD schematic for each measurement stage. 

 

The initial QE for this sample is very low, as the average QE for the 17 QDs is only 18%. 

Except for the one QD, this agrees very well with the low radiative efficiency observation 

from the experiment. After the cavity deposition, the QE of each QD increases. The upper 

limit on the final QE is the AQE value of 0.7, which is why no QE is greater than 0.7. As 

the Purcell factor increases, the final QEs will continue to approach the AQE, with less 

dot-to-dot variation. Thus, using a high Purcell factor cavity serves as an effective 

method of homogenizing a group of QDs with different initial quantum efficiencies, 

which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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3.6 Summary 

Angled rotational deposition addressed several of the issues with e-beam deposition 

on non-flat surfaces. There was a reduction in the number of film discontinuities and 

improvement in the substrate coating over the previous angled deposition technique. In 

addition, this technique bridged the gap to coating of vertical pillar structures, expanding 

the potential nanopillar geometries that we could explore. Plus, it serves as a viable 

technique of depositing nanopillar LED metal contacts on surface steps [72, 73]. Overall, 

this technique was critical for improving the fabrication process to generate a better silver 

film cavity, as precise resonance wavelength and emission wavelength overlap was 

achieved, resulting in coupling to the high cavity AQE resonance. Improving the cavity 

AQE increased the average intensity enhancement ratio increased by 2.7 times with a 

comparable Purcell factor to the previous experiment. It is clear that the QDs are 

becoming more uniform in QE, as the QE approaches the cavity AQE. With a large 

enough Purcell factor, homogenous QE emitters can be achieved. This concept will be 

explored in Chapter 4 with the Open Top Cavity. 
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Chapter 4  

Reducing Dot-Dot variations in Single Photon Sources Using 

High Purcell factor Plasmonic Cavities 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In several quantum-related applications, such as quantum cryptography [56], random 

number generation, and quantum computing [74, 75], SPSs are a key component. 

Therefore, the reliable generation of single photons on demand is vital to the devices’ 

success. Traditionally, weak laser pulses have been used as SPS due to the ease of 

attenuating the laser pulse [76]. However, semiconductor QD based SPS have the 

advantages of being electrically driven, ultra-compact, scalable, and integration 

compatible with optoelectronic components. Specifically, III-N QD SPS’s have garnered 

attention due to their ability to operate at room temperature [10, 22], which combined 

with position control, opens up the opportunity for practical chip-scale SPS. 

The problem with strained III-N QDs is that the large piezoelectric field suppresses 

the oscillator strength compared to the bulk value [77], resulting in slow (<<100 MHz) 
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and dim SPS. The long QD lifetime limits the modulation rate and data rate for this SPS. 

In addition, the quantum efficiencies of QD based SPS’s can vary considerably from 

device to device due to the inhomogeneous broadening of the QDs, as in Figure 3-11(a), 

which contributes to the lifetime variation as well. In order for III-N QD SPS’s to be 

competitive with weak laser pulses based on available telecommunication lasers, these 

factors must be addressed. 

From the previous experiments, the lifetime and QE vary substantially from dot to 

dot. Figure 4-1 shows the initial lifetime and QE distributions for 19 QDs in Chapter 2.  

 

 
Figure 4-1 (a) The lifetime distribution of the 19 QDs of 28-nm diameter with 20-nm 

Al2O3 coating. The dotted line corresponds to the average lifetime of 19.5 ns. (b) The 

calculated QE based on the experimental lifetimes and simulated cavity AQE of 0.47. The 

dotted line corresponds to the average QE of 0.17 with a standard deviation of 0.10. The 

normal distribution for the QE is shown in red. Inset shows an X-Z cross section of the 

QD structure measured in the experiment; a 28-nm diameter QD, within a 135-nm tall 

tapered nanopillar with a 20-nm Al2O3 spacer layer [78]. 
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Using the silver film cavity design, the radiative decay rate and the QE have shown 

significant improvement [66]. The distribution of the QE becomes narrower from a 

standard deviation of 0.10 before the cavity to a standard deviation of 0.02 after the 

cavity, and the lifetime becomes shorter. 

 

 

Figure 4-2 (a) The lifetime distribution of the 19 QDs of 28-nm diameter with 20-nm 

Al2O3 coating and the silver cavity. The dotted line corresponds to the average lifetime of 

2.05 ns. (b) The calculated QE based on the experimental lifetimes and simulated cavity 

AQE of 0.47. The dotted line corresponds to the average QE of 0.43 with a standard 

deviation of 0.02. The normal distribution for the QE is shown in red. Inset shows an X-Z 

cross section of the QD nanopillar coated in 30-nm of silver [78]. 

 

However, the cavity geometry has a practical limit on the magnitude of Fp, which 

determines how homogeneous the QDs become with the cavity. As Fp is continually 

increased by reducing the oxide thickness, the cavity AQE will eventually fall below the 
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initial QD QE and the dots will become dimmer, creating an upper bound for Fp. Another 

approach to increasing Fp is to use smaller diameter QDs. However, the surface area to 

volume ratio of smaller QDs creates more non-radiative decay channels, through surface 

recombination, that suppress QD emission leading to lower QD yield. Thus, the best way 

to increase the Purcell factor without reducing the cavity AQE or the QE is to change the 

cavity geometry. 

 

4.2 Open Top Silver Cavity 

Inspired by a core-shell nanowire resonator [18], the improved cavity design 

consists of a vertical nanocylinder encased in a silver film with the top portion of the 

nanocylinder uncovered. A cross-section schematic of the new geometry is shown in 

Figure 4-3. A dielectric layer can be inserted between the nanocylinder and silver film to 

tune the cavity AQE, similarly to the tapered silver film cavity design. 
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Figure 4-3 Schematic of the Open-Top cavity geometry. The red represents the silver 

layer, the yellow represents the GaN/InGaN nano-cylinder, and the blue is air. GaN is the 

substrate. 

 

There are several benefits of the geometry change. First, the change from the tapered 

pillar to the vertical pillar creates a uniform diameter, reducing the distance from the 

silver to the QD. The structure is a subwavelength cavity along the vertical direction [79, 

80], with one face of the cavity anchored to the substrate, and operates similarly to a 

zero-mode waveguide [81]. The combination of these two things increases the magnitude 

of the enhancement to the order of 1000 times. Removing the silver from the top portion 

of the nanocylinder reduces the metal losses of the structure, increasing the cavity AQE 

over a silver-capped nanocylinder. 
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4.2.1 Tuning the Cavity Resonance 

Based on the tapered cavity experience, we started with silver film thicknesses in the 

range of 20nm−60nm. Following the same simulation methodology in Chapter 2.3, the 

resonance wavelength, enhancement magnitude, and AQE were studied for silver cavities 

of 20-nm, 30-nm, and 60-nm thicknesses. The silver film is conformal over the entire 

surface except for the top of the cylinder. Figure 4-4 shows the X-Z cross section of the 

60-nm Ag thickness cavity used for simulation. The nanocylinder has similar dimensions 

to the nanopillar, with a height of 135-nm, a diameter of 25-nm, and a 3-nm thick QW 

layer located below the 10-nm GaN capping layer. The cavity structure is rotationally 

symmetric in the X-Y plane. Figure 4.5 shows the radiative decay rate enhancement 

(Purcell factor) and metal absorption enhancement for each of the silver thicknesses. The 

sum of the two enhancements is the total enhancement, E, from the structure. 
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Figure 4-4 An X-Z cross section of the 60-nm thick Open-Top silver cavity coating a 

25-nm diameter nanocylinder. The cavity is 360º rotationally symmetric. The QD is 

located 10-nm below the surface. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-5 An X-Z cross section of the 60-nm thick Open-Top silver cavity coating a 

25-nm diameter nanocylinder. The cavity is 360º rotationally symmetric. The QD is 

located 10-nm below the surface. 
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Compared to Figure 2-5, the red shift in the radiative enhancement resonance peaks 

is due to the lack of the Al2O3 spacer layer. The metal absorption enhancement is 

significantly larger than the radiative enhancement for most of the wavelength range, 

signifying a cavity AQE much less than 0.5. The cavities do however have Purcell factors 

well above 1000 at the resonance peaks. In order to design a usable open top cavity with 

a cavity AQE greater than 0.50, the dielectric spacer layer is needed. 

 

4.2.2 Closed Silver Cavity versus Open Silver Cavity 

To understand the improvement in the Purcell factor from the closed top pillar to the 

open top cylinder, four different cavity variations were studied: the closed top pillar from 

Chapter 2, a closed top cylinder, an open top pillar, and an open top cylinder. The 

variation in the Purcell factor and cavity AQE with the four shapes allows us to study the 

effects of open versus closed silver film and tapered versus vertical sidewall. 
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Figure 4-6 X-Z cross section schematics of the four cavity geometries. The diameter of 

the QD in black is 25-nm, the height of the structure is 135-nm, the Ag (dark blue) 

thickness is 30-nm, and the Al2O3 (yellow) layer is 10-nm. (a) The closed top pillar cavity. 

(b) The closed top cylinder cavity. (c) The open top pillar cavity. (d) The open top 

cylinder cavity. The cavity is 360º rotationally symmetric, with the QD is located 10-nm 

below the surface. 

 

For each of the four structures, the Purcell factor and cavity AQE were simulated with a 

constant silver thickness of 30-nm versus oxide thicknesses from 0-nm to 20-nm to find 

the resonance wavelength peak. Although the geometry of the cavity structure and the 

oxide thickness shift the resonance wavelength peak [28, 71] with each simulation, 

emission-resonance wavelength matching was assumed true for each case, as the 

emission wavelength of the InGaN QDs can be tuned with the indium concentration to 
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match the cavity LSPR wavelength. Therefore, we compared the peak Purcell factor 

values and the corresponding cavity AQE of each simulation to establish the 

relationships.  

 

 

Figure 4-7 The simulated radiative decay rate enhancement and AQE of the lower energy 

resonance peak for oxide spacer layer thicknesses from 0-nm to 20-nm in the 30-nm Ag 

film cavity structure. The upper bound on the PL intensity enhancement, which is a 

product of the radiative decay rate enhancement and the cavity AQE, is shown in red. The 

inset shows an X-Z cross section of the cavity geometries: (a) Closed Top pyramid, (b) 

Closed Top cylinder, (c) Open Top pyramid, and (d) Open Top cylinder used in the 

simulations [78]. 
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Figure 4-7 shows that the cylindrical cavity structures have higher Fp than their 

tapered pillar counterparts do, which is expected as the zero mode waveguide effect 

increases the enhancement [81]. Removing the top portion of the metal increases the 

Purcell factor for both geometries. The open top cylinder cavity has the highest Fp overall. 

As the oxide thickness is increased for each case, Fp decreases, as the coupling between 

the QD and the LSPR is reduced with distance. Simultaneously, the cavity AQE increases 

with Al2O3 thickness due to the reduction of metal losses with size. In the cw-pumping 

limit, the PL emission intensity enhancement ratio from equation (2-1) is proportional to 

the product of the lifetime enhancement ratio and the emitter final QE. For a large enough 

Purcell factor, (𝐹𝑝 ≫ 10), the emitter final QE can be approximated by the cavity AQE, 

the upper bound of the final emitter QE, as seen in Figure 4-2. Using this approximation, 

the PL emission intensity enhancement ratio for each oxide thickness is plotted in red. 

This ratio follows the trend in the Purcell factor, due to the product proportionality, until 

the cavity AQE drops rapidly when the oxide is removed completely. The open top 

cylinder cavity has the largest PL intensity enhancement ratio as well. Overall, the open 

top cylinder cavity offers the best enhancement performance. 
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4.3 Homogenizing the Quantum Efficiency 

To simulate the effect of each of the four cavities on the QD lifetime and QE 

distributions, the expected final lifetimes and quantum efficiencies were calculated for 

the original 19 QDs measured in Figure 4-1. Because several oxide thicknesses were 

examined for each cavity type, a qualifying criterion was necessary for choosing the 

appropriate oxide spacer thickness. The metric for determining the appropriate oxide 

thickness was a cavity AQE of at least 70%. Reducing the metal losses in the system is 

critical to reduce photon losses, so the highest realistic cavity AQE was chosen for the 

criterion. For the cavity designs with multiple oxide thicknesses corresponding to a cavity 

AQE greater than 70%, the thickness associated with the highest Fp was chosen. For the 

closed top cylinder cavity in Figure 4-7(b), in which the cavity AQE does not reach 70%, 

the oxide thickness corresponding to the highest cavity AQE was chosen. Again, the 

emission wavelength of the initial InGaN QDs is ignored, as it can be correctly matched 

for the experiment. The resulting Al2O3 spacer thickness chosen for every cavity except 

the open top cylinder structure was 15-nm. For the open top cylinder, 10-nm of oxide was 

chosen. These oxide thicknesses correspond to Purcell factors for the four cavities of 96, 

40, 218, and 283 respectively in the same order of the cavities in Figure 4-7. The cavity 

AQEs of these Purcell factors were 72%, 61%, 71.6%, and 70.3%, respectively. Since the 
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upper bound of the final QE is set to be ~70%, the variation in the Fp values for the 

different cavities will determine the distribution of the final lifetime and QE. As Fp 

increases, the distributions will have smaller deviations, illustrating homogenization of 

the QDs. 
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Figure 4-8 Final emitter lifetime distribution and the QE distribution for the 19 InGaN 

QDs inside of the respective cavities. For the lifetime distributions, the dotted black line 

indicates the average lifetime. The red curve in the QE distributions shows the normal 
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distribution of the QEs. (a, b) Closed Top pillar, (c, d) Closed Top cylinder, (e, f) Open 

Top pillar, and (g, h) Open Top cylinder. The final lifetime average of the four cavity 

types are 1.16 ns, 2.19 ns, 0.53 ns, and 0.41 ns respectively. As the Purcell factor is 

increased, the final lifetime average decreases, and the distribution of the QE becomes 

narrower [78]. 

 

Using the above values for Fp and cavity AQE, Figure 4-8 shows the calculated final 

lifetime and final QE distributions for each cavity type, assuming the distribution of the 

original 19 QDs as the starting point. The average lifetime of the QDs in the cavities is 

reduced from 19.5 ns to 1.2 ns, 2.2 ns, 0.53 ns, and 0.41 ns, respectively. The average QE 

of the QDs improves from 0.170 to 0.681, 0.548, 0.697, and 0.689, respectively. The 

lifetime reduction increases as Fp increases, since the total lifetime reduction is directly 

related to the radiative decay rate enhancement. As Fp increases, the standard deviation of 

the final QEs from the average value shrinks. For the open top cylinder with the Purcell 

factor of 283 and AQE of 0.7033, the average and standard deviation of the QE 

distribution are 0.689 and 0.012, respectively. The quantum efficiencies of the QDs are 

becoming more uniform, which can be observed comparing Figure 4-1(b) and Figure 

4-8(h), as standard deviation was reduced by a factor of 8.75 to 1.2%, narrowing the 

distribution significantly. Thus, each QD is closer to having the same probability to 

produce a photon when excited. To account for the differences in the lifetimes, the 
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repetition rate for excitation just needs to be longer than the longest QD lifetime. 

Homogenization of the QDs requires a large Fp, and a high AQE is necessary to 

ensure that the QDs QE improves. With these two factors, an array of QDs each will have 

the same probability to emit a photon. The open top cylinder cavity is the best of the four 

options for homogenizing a group of InGaN QDs due to its large (>100) Fp and AQE over 

70%. However, up to this point, we have considered perfect metal film thicknesses of 

30-nm, in the above calculations. During metal deposition, there can be thickness 

variations across the sample due to the 90° angle of the cylinders; so, we examined the 

effect of metal thickness variation on the Fp and cavity AQE. To study this effect, we 

assumed that the resonance peak wavelength of 487-nm for the 30-nm Ag, 10-nm Al2O3 

open top cylinder was also the emission wavelength of the InGaN QDs. The structure 

cross section is in Figure 4-6(d). The nominal simulation of 30-nm Ag for the Fp and 

cavity AQE is shown in Figure 4-9. As expected, the structure has two resonance peaks, 

due to the core-shell geometry. The high-energy resonance is located around 390-nm, 

similarly to the closed top cavity structure, and is not of interest in this experiment. The 

low energy resonance, at 487-nm, will shift with the metal thickness, resulting in a 

different Fp and cavity AQE at that wavelength.  
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Figure 4-9 Simulated radiative decay rate enhancement (Purcell factor) and cavity AQE 

for the open top cylinder, consisting of 10-nm thick Al2O3 spacer and 30-nm thick silver 

cavity on a 25-nm diameter QD. The resonance peak is at about 487-nm wavelength and 

the corresponding AQE is ~70.3% [78]. 

 

Then, the metal thickness in the simulation was varied to 30-nm ±  2-nm from 

28-nm−32-nm, where 2-nm was derived from previous deposition experience on vertical 

sidewalls. For 28-nm and 32-nm of silver, the corresponding Purcell factors at the 

487-nm wavelength were 296 and 257, respectively. The magnitude of the variation 

between these values and the nominal Fp value of 283 is less than 10%. 

While the effect of the metal thickness variation on the Purcell factor is small, the 

effect on the final lifetime distribution and the final QE is more important as it illustrates 

how homogenous the QDs will become. Figure 4-10 shows the final lifetime and final 
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QE distributions in Figure 4-8(g, h) with the addition of the metal variations. The red 

curves correspond to the normal distribution for the 19 QDs, and the dashed blue curves 

correspond to the normal distribution, evenly weighted among the three metal thicknesses 

studied of 28-nm, 30-nm, and 32-nm. 

 

 

Figure 4-10 (a) The final lifetime distribution of the 19 experimental QDs in this cavity 

configuration. The normal distribution is in red and the distribution including the metal 

variation from 28-nm to 32-nm thickness is in blue. The overlap shows the cavity’s 

performance is tolerant to fabrication variation. (b) The final QE and the normal 

distributions for the nominal thickness of 30-nm Ag in red and the metal thickness 

variation from in blue. The peak wavelength of 487-nm is used to calculate the metal 

variation effect on the Purcell factor and QE [78]. 

 

The average lifetime for the nominal metal thickness distribution is 410 picoseconds. The 

change in the average lifetime induced by the fabrication variations is 5 picoseconds, 

which is less than 2% difference. Similarly, for the final QE there was a 1.3% change in 
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the average value from 0.6975 to 0.6848, while the standard deviation of the QE 

remained unchanged at 0.013. The cavity’s tolerance to metal deposition fluctuations is 

due to the magnitude of the Purcell factor. Even with long initial QD lifetimes (≈ 20𝑛𝑠), 

lifetimes on the order of hundreds of picoseconds can be achieved with this cavity, 

pushing the modulation frequency into the tens of Gigahertz. Thus, the open cylinder 

cavity is a fabrication stable method for achieving high enhancement and QD 

homogenization. 

 

4.4 Open Top Silver Cavity Fabrication 

Fabrication of the open top cylinder cavity is a multi-step process that involves 

manipulation of the nanopillar shape and silver film coverage. Using our developed 

nanopillar fabrication process, the nanopillar is tapered along the sidewall after dry 

etching. In order to generate a vertical cylinder, an anisotropic wet etch of GaN by a 

buffered KOH solution, AZ400K, is used. This etching process has been explored and 

used to fabricate GaN nanowires for LED and laser applications [82]. The wet etch 

attacks the angled GaN plane at a much higher rate than the vertical or horizontal planes, 

resulting in a diameter shrinking process as the diameter of the base approaches the top 

diameter. SEM images comparing the nanopillar array before and after 20 minutes of wet 
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etching is shown in Figure 4-11. 

 

 

Figure 4-11 SEM images of (a) nanopillar after dry etching GaN and (b) nanocylinder 

after wet etching of GaN for 20 minutes in AZ400K. 

 

In addition to changing the nanopillar shape, the wet etch removes the plasma-damaged 

GaN regions from the ICP-RIE etching. This results in nanocylinders that have improved 

PL intensity and less non-radiative decay due to surface states [25, 83]. 

After, the wet etching process, the Al2O3 spacer layer is deposited using ALD 

(Oxford ALD), at 250°C. Then, the 30-nm silver layer is deposited to form the cavity 

structure. We investigated both e-beam evaporation and sputtering techniques for silver 

deposition, which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.4.1. Next, the sample is 

planarized and etched back to the top of the silver layer using RIE dry etching. Finally, a 

silver dry etching recipe is used to remove the top portion of the silver film, exposing the 
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nanocylinder tip. The schematic of this process is in Figure 4-12. 

 

 

Figure 4-12 The six fabrication steps for the open top silver cavity. The nanopillars are 

wet etched into nanocylinders. The cylinders are coated with Al2O3 and Ag. A 

planarization film is used make the sample flat for dry etching. The top silver is removed 

using dry etching [78]. 

 

4.4.1 Aluminum Doped Silver Sputtering 

Four silver deposition techniques were explored to determine the best approach to 

create a conformal metal layer without the use of ALD. The four techniques are angled 

deposition with manual rotation, angled rotational deposition, high voltage silver 

sputtering, and aluminum and silver co-sputtering. Figure 4-13 shows an SEM 

comparison of samples from each of the deposition techniques. 
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Figure 4-13 SEM images of the silver deposition onto the vertical nanocylinder arrays. (a) 

Angled e-beam deposition with four manual turns at a mounting angle of ~76°. (b) 

Rotational Angled e-beam deposition with a speed of 1-2 rps at a mounting angle of ~60°. 

(c) Sputtered silver at normal incidence. (d) Co-sputtering of silver and aluminum at 

normal incidence. The aluminum helps smooth the surface roughness [84].  

 

Angled deposition with manual rotation, the first method explored, is the simplest. The 

sample was mounted in the evaporation chamber on a 76° angled wedge and physically 

rotated after deposition on one side in a star pattern a total of four times to create a 

four-sided deposition. Because of the manual rotation, there are gaps in the film coverage 

due to the shadowing within the array. In addition, the film is very rough and uneven. 
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Moreover, the coverage on the vertical pillar is rounded and non-conformal. The 

rotational angled deposition, corrects many of the issues caused by the manual rotations 

in the previous technique. The substrate roughness is reduced and the gaps in between the 

pillars are filled with silver. However, as well as this technique works for tapered pillars, 

the vertical pillars still suffer from some film discontinuities at the bottom of the 

structure. 

To overcome the limitations of evaporation on vertical surfaces, sputtering was 

tested as a deposition technique. With film sputtering, the deposition rates are lower than 

evaporation, but there is natural deposition on vertical structures. By increasing the bias 

voltage during deposition, the ratio between vertical coverage and substrate coverage is 

increased. At a bias potential of 600V, the ratio was 1:3 for the standard silver sputtering 

recipe. Unfortunately, this was not a high enough ratio, as the film needs to be conformal 

in order for the open top cavity to function as intended. Co-sputtering aluminum with 

silver solved the silver coverage issue. The co-sputtering process reduces the grain size 

on the surface and improves the film coverage and uniformity over the cylinder surface. 

The details of the sputtering procedure can be found in Zhang [84]. The incorporation of 

aluminum into the silver recipe is done at a low fraction such that the optical properties of 

the silver film are not significantly perturbed [85, 86]. Using this approach, 30-nm of Ag 
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was deposited on the vertical sidewalls after 66 seconds of sputtering at a rate of 

9.37Å/sec. This gave the highest sputtering deposition ratio of ~1:2. Although the ratio 

was not 1:1, the benefits of this deposition technique in terms of film coverage 

outweighed the poor conformal approximation. In future work, ALD of silver films 

would be the best solution for a conformal deposition technique.
7
 

 

4.4.2 Removing the Top Silver 

Fabrication of the open top in the silver film requires targeted removal of the silver 

from the top of the cylindrical structure. Silver films can typically be removed from the 

surface using either wet etching or dry etching. Because silver covers the entire surface, 

the sample must be coated in a sacrificial layer that only exposes the intended etch region. 

With wet etching, the film tends to peel from the edge of the sample lifting off all the 

layers instead of etching in a traditional manor, since the silver thickness is less than 

100-nm. This left dry etching as the alternative etching approach. Dry etch of silver is an 

RIE process that uses CF4 and Ar plasma. The CF4 creates a byproduct with the Ag [87], 

and the Ar
+
 ions physically bombard the sample, removing the byproduct in addition to 

the other film layers. The two silver etching recipes used at CF4 and Ar
+
 at 9-mTorr and 

                                                 
7
 Cheng Zhang performed Al-doped Ag sputtering. 
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500 Watts with 4:1.5 and 1:4 sccm flow rates respectively. The recipes were alternated in 

1-2min intervals to create silver byproduct and remove silver byproduct. The high power 

and low pressure are important to help maintain the vertical etching profile without 

damaging the sidewall or substrate Ag. Due to silver hardness, alternating the recipes 

gave the best etching results. With a physical based dry etching recipe, the sacrificial 

layer is important, as the etching chemistry does not discriminate against material 

composition. While several different materials were considered for the sacrificial layer, 

only two are worth mentioning: Spin-on-Glass (SOG) and silicon dioxide (SiO2). 

 

4.4.3 Spin-On-Glass Planarization 

SOG is an attractive chemical for its planarization capabilities. SOG is spun onto a 

sample and cured to remove the solvents from the material, creating a glass like film. 

Using a photoresist spin process, the surface of the SOG layer is planar across the sample. 

With a spin speed of 3000 rpm, the resulting SOG thickness after the 1-hr baking at 

425°C in Nitrogen ambient is 500-nm.This layer protects the silver layer, and allows for 

conformal dry etching of the SOG layer down to the top silver interface. Because SOG is 

a glass like film, it etches with conventional silicon dioxide etching recipes, comprising 

of fluorocarbons. Once the top surface of the nanocylinder is exposed, the silver etching 
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recipe is employed until the cylinder is exposed. 

 

 

Figure 4-14 SEM images of the open top silver cylinder cavity using SOG planarization. 

(a) A nanocylinder from a dense array with 300-nm spacing. (b) A nanocylinder from a 

sparse array with 5-µm spacing between structures.  

 

After the SOG etch back and the silver etching, the top of the nanocylinder can be 

seen clearly from this process. Most of the silver coated pillar is exposed from the SOG 

as the silver etch attacks the SOG layer simultaneously at a faster etching rate than the 

silver film. Because the SOG planarized the sample, this etch very controllable, and due 

to the high material contrast under SEM, the etch rate can be monitored effectively. While 

the structure appeared to come out successfully under SEM, it was later discovered 

during measurement that SOG has undocumented emission around the emission 

wavelength of the sample (460-nm-500-nm), which interfered with PL intensity 

measurements for the cavity. This would require redesigning the cavity structure and 

emission wavelength to overcome, so pure silicon dioxide was explored. 
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4.4.4 Silicon Dioxide Planarization 

Unlike SOG, SiO2 can be cannot be deposited using a spin process to aid in planar 

coverage. Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) SiO2 is not desirable 

because the film coverage is conformal and not planar. Thus, e-beam evaporation of SiO2 

was the only method to achieve pseudo planar film coverage. Using angled rotational 

deposition with the sample mounted at an angle of ~60° and a rotation speed of ~1-2 rps, 

550-nm of SiO2 was deposited at a rate of 15Å/sec on top of the silver covered cylinders. 

With the angled rotational deposition, the film encases the underlying cylinders. This is 

viewable after etching through the bulk layer in Figure 4-15(a). The etching behavior of 

the SiO2 from the SOG was studied in the previous section, so, the transition to etching 

pure SiO2 only adjusted the etching rate, since SOG has additional impurities. 

 

 

Figure 4-15 SEM images of the open top silver cylinder cavity using SiO2 planarization. 
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(a) A nanocylinder dense array with 300-nm spacing coated in SiO2 that is etched down 

for 12 minutes and 40 seconds into encasing shells around the nanocylinders. (b) The 

same array after silver etching. The white circles indicate the nanocylinders in which the 

tip is exposed through the silver [78].  

  

Etching through the SiO2 layer for 9.5 minutes caused protective shells to appear 

around the cylinders. After 12 minutes and 40 seconds of etching, the SiO2 looks like 

Figure 4-15(a).  Once the shell tops were etched through, the silver etch recipe described 

above was used to remove the top silver layer. The places where the nanocylinder tops 

were exposed are highlighted in the white circles in Figure 4-15. The residual SiO2 was 

left on the sample, as the methods for removing SiO2, including dipping the sample in 

buffered hydrofluoric (BHF) acid, could affect the silver layer. The evaporated SiO2 does 

not produce any emission in the wavelength range of interest, so it does not affect the PL 

emission spectrum. Since this method successfully exposed the nanocylinder top and 

does not affect the PL spectrum, it was the method used in the experiment to test the open 

top cavity. 

 

4.5 Experimental Cavity Design 

In order to validate the simulated parameters, an open top cavity was fabricated and 

measured using the spectroscopy setup in Figure 2-14. Several changes to the parameters 
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in the nominal design were made based on the experimental details below. 

 

4.5.1 Sample Parameter Adjustments 

Initially, a 135-nm tall nanocylinder sample was fabricated with diameters ranging 

from 24-nm to 48-nm in increments of 4-nm in order to verify the emission wavelength 

of the wafer. For this wafer, the InGaN 3-nm thick active region is located 10-nm below 

the surface. The indium concentration was high enough such that the wafer gave off red 

emission under excitation. The nanocylinders were measured at the previously used laser 

powers of 2000 µW and 5000 µW, which correspond to 283 W/cm
2
 and 707 W/cm

2
, 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4-16 Peak emission wavelength versus nanocylinder diameter measured at two 

laser excitation powers, 2000 µW (283 W/cm
2
) and 5000 µW (707 W/cm

2
). Up to three 
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arrays are measured at each diameter for comparison.  

 

The larger diameter nanocylinders (40-nm, 44-nm, and 48-nm) emitted closer to the 

480-nm design wavelength, than the smaller desired diameters (24-nm and 28-nm). To 

account for this, the Al2O3 thickness used in the experiment was decreased to 2-nm to 

blue shift the resonance peak, better matching the emission wavelength. With a 2-nm 

Al2O3 layer, the Purcell factor increases ~6 times, the cavity QE decreases by ~13%, and 

the resonance wavelength shifted from 487-nm to 477-nm for a 25-nm diameter QD 

compared to the 10-nm Al2O3 layer in Figure 4-9. 

 

 

Figure 4-17 Simulated radiative decay rate enhancement (Purcell factor) and cavity AQE 

for the open top cylinder, consisting of 2-nm thick Al2O3 spacer and 30-nm thick silver 

cavity on a 25-nm diameter QD. The resonance peak is at about 477-nm wavelength and 

the corresponding AQE is ~57%. 
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Because the anticipated initial QE for the QDs emitting around 480-nm is low from 

previous experience in Figure 3-11(a), using a cavity with a AQE of ~50% should still 

suffice to enhance the QE and the PL intensity. This was the only design change made 

before fabrication. 

 

4.5.2 Measurement Details and Procedures 

For the experiment, the sample was divided into two regions: the control section for 

intensity calibration and the cavity section. ALD was used to deposit 2-nm of Al2O3 

across the entire sample.
8
 

 

                                                 
8
 Tyler Hill helped with the optical measurements 
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Figure 4-18 The six fabrication steps for the open top silver cavity. The nanopillars are 

wet etched into nanocylinders. The cylinders are coated with 2-nm of Al2O3. 30-nm of 

aluminum doped Ag is sputtered on the sample. A SiO2 planarization film is used to 

protect the silver during dry etching. The top silver is removed using CF4:Ar
+
 dry etching. 

The measurement arrows indicate the three laser measurement steps for the experiment 

[78]. 

 

The same cylinder diameters from Figure 4-16 were included on this sample. In order to 

characterize the cavity effect, PL measurements were taken at three fabrication stages, as 

indicated in Figure 4-18: after oxide deposition, after silver sputtering, and after silver top 

removal. For the PL measurements, the sample was optically excited from the front 

(metal cavity) side of the sample with a 390 nm wavelength femtosecond pulse laser 

focused to a 30-µm diameter spot, with an incidence angle of 55° from normal incidence. 

The PL signal was collected from the same side as the incident light with a 0.6NA 
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objective lens and all of the measurements were taken at 10 K. TRPL measurements were 

taken with the streak camera due to the lifetime time range, and a CCD camera was used 

for the PL intensity measurements. Due to the low PL intensity from the individual QDs 

in the sparse arrays, the dense arrays of ~10,000 QDs were used for this experiment. 

 The sample was fabricated using the Aluminum doped silver and the Silicon dioxide 

planarization and etch back procedure. To ensure no metal contamination of the control 

section, it was covered in a 3-µm thick layer of SPR 220 (3.0) photoresist for protection. 

Using aluminum doped silver sputtering, 30-nm was sputtered on the vertical sidewalls 

with 66 seconds of sputtering at a rate of 9.37 Å/s, confirmed using SEM and surface 

profilometry. For the top silver etching, 550-nm of SiO2 was evaporated using angled 

rotational deposition with a sample-mounting angle of 60° and a rotational speed of 120 

rpm. After dielectric planarization, REI etching using CF4 and CHF3 in a 1:1 ratio at 20 

mTorr and 150 Watts, resulting in SiO2 etch rate of 225 Å/min, was used to expose the 

silver. SEM was used to confirm the etch stopping point, as the silver coating could be 

seen under the SiO2 layer. Next, using CF4 and Ar
+
 at 9 mTorr and 500 Watts in two 

different stoichiometry ratios of 4:1.5 and 1:4, the silver top was etched through. The 

recipes were alternated, starting with the 4:1.5 sccm ratio, for 1-2 min durations for five 

etches and nine total minutes of etching. SEM was used after each etching step to 
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determine if further etching was necessary. SEM images of the sample used during the 

experiment after the different stages are shown in Figure 4-19. The diameter of the 

cylinders in the images is 48-nm. 

The data from this experiment focuses on the 48-nm diameter nanocylinders. After 

the silver deposition, the PL intensity from the smaller diameter dense arrays was reduced 

significantly. In addition, the larger diameter cylinders more consistently survived during 

the silver etching process. The QD cylinder saturation level was measured at each 

measurement stage by sweeping the laser intensity three orders of magnitude. From the 

initial oxide stage, the saturation excitation intensity is derived from the integrated 

intensity to be 2.12 kW/cm
2
, which is indicated by the black line in Figure 4-20.  

 

Figure 4-19 The SEM images taken during the open top cavity fabrication process. The 
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nanocylinders are 135-nm tall and 48-nm in diameter. (a) The nanocylinder dense array 

after wet etching and Al2O3 deposition. (b) Al-doped Ag deposition for 66 seconds. (c) 

Intermediate image during SiO2 etch back showing the formation of protective shells 

around the underlying silver coated cylinders. (d) Cylinders after silver dry etching. The 

white circles highlight where the cylinder tip has been exposed from top etching. Due to 

the Ar
+
 etching, the SiO2 is etched simultaneously. The remaining SiO2 is what covers the 

substrate surface [78]. 

 

The control arrays, which were measured to ensure intensity calibration between the 

measurement days, are not plotted, as they remained unchanged during the fabrication. 

From the saturation measurements, the effect of the closed silver film cavity on the dense 

array enhances the PL intensity collected by a factor of 1.71. When the top Ag film is 

etched, the intensity enhancement improves by a factor of 1.59 for a total PL intensity 

change with the open top cavity of 2.72 times. 
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Figure 4-20 Saturation curves for the 48-nm diameter dense array measured at the three 

stages of measurements: oxide, closed silver, and open top silver. The intensity is 

enhanced due to the metal film cavity. The dotted black line corresponds to the oxide 

saturation Intensity of 2.12 kW/cm
2
. The consistency of the intensity values was verified 

between measurement days using a control dense array [78]. 

 

Between 1 kW/cm
2
 and 1.50 kW/cm

2
, the sample experienced an irreversible 

‘burning effect’ in the PL intensity. The effect caused a drop off in the measured intensity, 

which can be seen clearly in Figure 4-20 for the closed Ag intensity line. The source of 

this effect is unknown, but it was irreversible, as re-measurement of the lower excitation 

powers during this stage yielded lower PL intensity. Thus, it is possible that the intensity 

change is due to laser annealing of the aluminum doped silver film. Due to the burning, 

which lowered the PL intensity, the PL enhancement measured is a lower bound of the 
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true enhancement for the oxide to closed Ag stage. This also implies that total intensity 

enhancement at the open top stage would be higher as well. However, the PL 

enhancement ratio between the closed Ag stage and the open top stage at saturation is not 

affected as both measurements were made after the burning occurred for the closed Ag 

stage. 

For the PL Intensity measurements and the TRPL lifetime measurements, the 

excitation intensity of 2.12 kW/cm
2
 was used to make the stage comparisons at saturation. 

The saturation regime was used again to ensure that the QD cylinders were occupied with 

carriers and to rule out PL intensity changes from excitation enhancement. The PL 

intensity measurements of the closed Ag and open top Ag stages were normalized by 35% 

to account for the increases in the control arrays peak intensity between the oxide and 

silver measurement days. In Figure 4-21(a), the peak PL intensity of the 48 nm diameter 

dense array increased by a factor of 1.72 times from 9.75 x 10
4
 counts per second (cps) to 

1.71 x 10
5
 cps with the addition of the closed silver film. The peak intensity value was 

further improved by 37% up to 2.34 x 10
5
 cps with the open top cavity. By removing the 

top section of the silver film, the metal losses by the silver film were reduced. The 

emission spectrum broadened, which is due to the stronger enhancement and improved 

QE of the open top cavity. In addition, there is a blue shift in the peak emission, similarly 
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to what we noticed our previous experiment [66]. This is 11 nm blue shift is most likely 

due to further screening of the piezoelectric field by the enhanced excitation field in the 

cavity structure. 

 

 

Figure 4-21 PL measurements for the 48-nm diameter dense array. (a) Integrated intensity 

of the 48 nm diameter dense array at the saturation intensity of 2.12 kW/cm
2
 measured at 

the three stages of the experiment. Closed Ag and Open Top Ag values are normalized by 

a 35% correction, to account for the variation seen on the control arrays. The open top Ag 

intensity is the largest and broadest showing the improved QE across the spectrum. (b) 

The streak camera PL Intensity plotted versus time and wavelength for the Open Top Ag 

stage at the saturation intensity. The two lines signify the wavelength range used for the 

lifetime calculation. (c) The time resolved lifetime of the dense array for the three 

measurement stages, showing the open top has the shortest lifetime. The bi-exponential 

fitting lifetimes and the weighting of each component in parenthesis are included [78]. 

 

Figure 4-21(b) shows the streak camera trace taken for the open top cavity on the 

48-nm diameter dense array. The streak camera was used to capture the lifetimes on the 

picosecond time scale, as the APD resolution is limited to a few hundred picoseconds. 

The vertical lines on the plot indicate the full width half maximum (FWHM) used for 
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calculating the lifetime. The lifetime within the FWHM is calculated by summing the 

counts along the wavelength at each time delay and fitting the resulting trace with a 

bi-exponential function. The resulting lifetimes for the three fabrication stages are shown 

in Figure 4-21(c). The initial oxide stage has lifetimes of 108 ps and 1480 ps with 

weightings of 0.85 and 0.17, respectively. After the closed silver deposition, the lifetimes 

became 105 ps and 680 ps with weightings of 0.76 and 0.24, respectively. The longer 

lifetime component was the main component affected here, as the short lifetime remained 

effectively unchanged in time and weight. At the final stage of fabrication, the lifetime of 

the dense array becomes shorter, with the open top cavity stage having the shortest 

lifetimes of τ1=46 ps and τ2=420 ps with weights of 0.77 and 0.23, respectively. The 

weights of the two components at each stage remained constant. Because this is a dense 

array, it is hard to deduce the source of the two lifetime components as this is an average 

of thousands of QDs’ lifetimes. Comparing the initial (oxide) and final (open top) stages, 

the short and long lifetime components were reduced by a factor of 2.35 and 3.52, 

respectively. 

With the PL intensity ratios and the TRPL lifetime ratios, the Purcell factor can be 

calculated. Operating at saturation, the f ratio in equation (2-4) is unity. Since the TRPL 

lifetimes are much shorter than the laser repetition time of 12.5 ns, the calculated R ratio 
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is also unity. Neglecting the collection efficiency ratio, Fp can be calculated directly as 

the product of the PL intensity ratio and the lifetime reduction ratio measured from the 

experiment. Since the TRPL lifetimes were bi-exponentially fitted, the effective lifetime 

𝜏𝑒𝑓𝑓 was calculated for each stage by the weighted sum of the lifetime components from 

Figure 4-21(c). The effective lifetimes of the oxide, closed Ag, and open top Ag stages 

are 343 ps, 243 ps, and 132 ps, respectively. Thus, the experimental Purcell factors for the 

closed top Ag and open top Ag cavities are 2.43 and 6.24. The lifetime reduction and PL 

intensity enhancement, while pumping above saturation, indicate improvement in the QE 

of the QDs inside the open top cavity. 

 

4.5.3 Experimental Discrepancies in the Purcell factor 

Several factors contribute to the small magnitude of the Purcell factors for the 

experimental open top cavity. First, the measured nanocylinders were larger in diameter. 

This directly affects the expected QE and Fp for the closed Ag stage and the open top Ag 

cavity. The expected Purcell factor is an order of magnitude smaller with the larger 

48-nm diameter compared to the 25-nm diameter in Figure 4-17.  
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Figure 4-22 Simulated radiative decay rate enhancement or Purcell factor and cavity AQE 

for the (a) closed top Ag cavity formed from silver sputtering on the nanocylinder and (b) 

the open top cylinder cavity. This cavity consisting of 2-nm thick Al2O3 spacer and 30-nm 

thick silver cavity on a 48-nm diameter QD. The magnitude of the Purcell factor is an 

order of magnitude smaller than the expected Fp for a 25-nm diameter nanocylinder in 

Figure 4-17. 

 

In addition, the simulations use Johnson and Christy silver [64]. While the Al-doped 

silver improved the film sidewall coverage and reduced the grain size compared to the 

pure film, the doped film has greater losses than the pure silver [84, 85]. In the emission 

window of our sample, the imaginary component of the dielectric constant for the dope 

silver is three times as large as the empirical Johnson and Christy data values for silver 

[64, 85]. Moreover, there is a red shift in the LSPR wavelength of the structure due to the 

red-shifted real part of the permittivity for the Al-doped Ag. The wavelength mismatch 

due to this contributes to the reduced enhancement. Lastly, there could be some light 

scattering off the remaining SiO2 nanostructures on the sample surface. This could refract 
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the PL emission outside of the collection cone for our setup, resulting in a lower 

measured PL intensity enhancement ratio and subsequently a lower Purcell factor since 

the experimental Fp is calculated using that ratio. All of these factors play a role in 

reducing the experimental Fp calculated for this experiment. Future adjustments for many 

of these variables should improve the measured results. 

 

4.6 Summary 

The open top cavity design lays the framework for QD homogenization. By taking 

advantage of the zero-mode cavity generated from removing the top silver surface [81], 

large Purcell factors (>1000x) can be generated for relatively large diameter QD 

nanocylinders (~25-nm) with good cavity AQE (>0.50). For QDs formed with poor QE, 

this method will alleviate that issue with conventional post processing, creating a uniform 

array of QD emitters, assuming similar emission wavelengths dot to dot. Simultaneously, 

the magnitude of the Purcell factor is large enough that the reduced QD lifetime could be 

on the order of the dephasing time of the emission, pushing the envelope for 

indistinguishable SPSs by solving the ‘photon gun’ issue [56]. Fabrication of a uniform 

array of indistinguishable QDs with electrical injection compatibility is a critical step for 

SPS integration into devices. Hence, we demonstrated the fabrication procedure for the 
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open top cavity on a dense array of nanocylinders, showing that it is possible to create an 

open top cavity using conventional film deposition and etching techniques. While the 

experimental demonstration of this cavity structure has plenty of room for improvement 

due to the current fabrication limitations in conformal silver deposition, the emerging 

study of silver ALD may soon solve this issue [88]. Thus, realization of a pure silver open 

top cavity will be achievable with the development of the silver deposition technology.  
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Chapter 5  

Parabolic Nano-Lenses for Enhanced Light Extraction from 

Quantum Dot and LED Nano Structures 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Controlling the extraction and directionality of the emission from nanoscale light 

sources is important in the engineering of LEDs and SPSs. With the introduction of the 

semiconductor LED, light generation efficiency has improved significantly across the 

visible spectrum, making LEDs an alternative lighting device to replace existing lighting 

infrastructure [89]. However, light extraction from semiconductor LEDs is limited by the 

high index contrast between the air and the semiconductor. Several approaches have been 

explored to improve the photon extraction efficiency from LEDs, including surface 

roughening [90], anti-reflection coatings [53], cavity layers [91], and using nanopillar [92] 

or nanowire [93, 94] LED structures. Surface roughening applies texture to the planar 

exit surface, increasing the photon acceptance angle at the expense of a random exit 

distribution. Anti-reflection coatings use a graded index to lower the index contrast at the 
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air interface, but cannot overcome large angle light rays. External cavities can re-direct 

emission towards a collection direction, but increase fabrication complexity and can 

introduce new loss mechanisms into the system. Using nanopillar LEDs, the light 

extraction efficiency is improved over the planar LED counterparts, as the structure size 

is typically on the order of the emission wavelength and there is less light trapping by 

total internal reflection [23, 72, 95]. 

Control over the emission direction can be achieved with reflectors and/or lenses to 

guide the light towards the collection direction. However, this does not consider the 

angular spread or distribution of the emission. For applications that require control over 

the emission angle for coupling such as waveguides or fibers, directional lighting, or 

quantum mechanical applications, the angle of the emission is critical to device operation. 

Modification of the angular spread can be achieved by changing the emitter geometry 

such as tapering a nanowire or by integrating optics into the system. Due to the 

diameter-dependent emission wavelength with the top-down fabricated InGaN/GaN 

nanopillars, the latter is the preferred method to preserve the emission wavelength. This 

has been demonstrated before by integrating parabolic nano lenses in either reflection [52, 

53, 96] or transmission [50, 51] mode to concentrate emission, reducing the angular 

emission spread. With reduced angular spread and improved emission extraction, the 
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external QE of these devices will be improved, leading to sources that are more efficient, 

have reduced energy consumption, and increased brightness output at a given input power 

level. In this chapter, two lens designs will be presented: a reflection based parabolic lens 

for a SPS and a transmission based parabolic lens for multi-color LED emission 

collimation. 

 

5.1.1 Figure of Merit 

In order to characterize and compare the effect of the lenses on the light extraction 

and the emission angular spread, we need to define a figure of merit (FOM). The FOM is 

the fraction of the total light emission from all directions that travels in the direction of 

interest within the angular range of interest. This measures the light collected by the 

collection optics. It comprises of two terms: the light extraction efficiency (LEE) and the 

photon collection efficiency (PCE). It is calculated for each wavelength. 

𝐹𝑂𝑀 = 𝐿𝐸𝐸 × 𝑃𝐶𝐸      (5-1) 

The LEE is the fraction of the total emission that is travelling in a designated direction. 

Assuming a cube around a 3-D structure, this is the emission into one of the six faces of 

the cube. If there are no losses in the system, the sum of the emission into each side 

should be unity. An example of the LEE calculation is shown in Figure 5-1. The structure 
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is a 40-nm diameter nanocylinder with the InGaN QD located 10-nm below the surface. 

The pillar structure is 135-nm tall. 

 

 

Figure 5-1 Simulated transmission fractions or LEEs for the air direction and substrate 

direction. The inset shows the structure that is a 40-nm diameter nanocylinder with the 

QD located 10-nm below the surface. (a) The LEE for the air direction showing ~65% of 

the total emission is transmitted towards the air. (b) The LEE for the substrate direction. 

Only ~35% of the emission travels into the substrate. 

 

Using transmission fraction calculations, the percentage of the emission transmitted in the 

air direction and substrate directions for the nanocylinder emitter per wavelength is 

calculated to be about 65% upward and about 35% into the substrate.  

The PCE is the fraction of the emission through one of the cube faces that is within a 

designated angular emission cone in the far field. Using a transmission monitors above 

the structure, the far field projection into air of the emission can be calculated per each 

wavelength. 
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Figure 5-2 (a) Far field projection schematic [69]. The planar monitor is used to project 

the near field emission onto the far field hemisphere 1-m away from the structure. (b) The 

far field distribution for the structure in Figure 5-1 at the emission wavelength of 411-nm. 

The white circles correspond to a 0.5 NA (30°) and a 0.8 NA (53.1°). For the total 

emission travelling upward, 40% is concentrated within the 30° cone and 80% is within 

the 53.1° cone. 

 

Figure 5-2 shows a far field projection example for the emission wavelength of 411-nm. 

Within a numerical aperture of 0.5, which corresponds to a collection half cone angle of 

30°, is 40% of the far field emission. Thus, at the wavelength 411-nm the FOM for the 

example structure using a 0.5NA is 0.26. So, 26% of the total emission from the example 

at 411-nm is collected with a 0.5NA lens. For our typically explored geometries, such as 

the tapered nanopillar or nanocylinder, the FOM is even lower, at about 13%. In order to 

maximize the FOM for 0.5NA, the emission needs to be concentrated into a smaller 

collection angle, and the emission travelling towards the substrate needs to be redirected 
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towards the collection direction. This is done with a reflector structure and a collimating 

nano lens. 

 

5.2 Integrated Parabolic Nano Lens Reflector 

For a SPS, lost photons from absorption or emission away from the collection 

direction are detrimental to device operation. For the InGaN/GaN nanopillar SPS, about 

13% of the sample emission is collected, following the calculation in section 5.1.1. This 

means that the reliability of collecting an emitted single from the device is only 13%, 

assuming no other loss channels. Subsequently, this would increase the number of bits 

required to send information by a factor of eight, to ensure that the detector records each 

bit. In order to improve photon extraction, a parabolic reflector and an out coupler nano 

lens are integrated around the nanopillar geometry. With the appropriate lens parameters, 

the FOM for 411-nm wavelength is increased to 68.5%, due to improvements in the LEE 

and the PCE. 
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Figure 5-3 Schematic of the parabolic reflector and hemispherical out coupler lens 

surrounding the InGaN/GaN nanopillar. Emission toward carrier is reflected back 

collimated towards the out coupler. The QD is located at the focal point of the parabolic 

reflector. 

 

When designing the lensing system, the parabolic reflector and the out coupler are 

optimized to the emission wavelength of 411-nm. The wavelength was chosen because 

the samples from Chapter 2 emit around that wavelength and exhibit strong photon 

antibunching, making them a good SPS candidate. At this wavelength, silver is a better 

reflector than gold [64], so silver is used as the reflector material. Figure 5-3 shows a 

schematic of the integrated lens design. The final device uses substrate directed emission 

that is coupled out with a hemispherical lens. In order to integrate the lenses to with the 

SPS, the lenses should be index matched to the GaN nanopillar material to reduce 
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internal reflections. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is a good candidate because it is a high index 

dielectric that can be e-beam evaporated in the LNF cleanroom facility. With the emission 

wavelength and lens index chosen, the dimensions of the parabolic reflector were 

determined. The parabolic equation is 

4 ∗ 𝑓 ∗ 𝑦 = 𝑥2        (5-2) 

where f is the focal length, y is the height, and x is the radius. For a parabolic shape, rays 

originating from the focal point will be collimated upon reflection off the parabola. 

Therefore, light that originates from the focal point when reflected off the parabola will 

be collimated. Hence, the parabolic lens reflector must have the QD emitter located at the 

focus point. To reduce plasmonic interactions between the QD and the reflector, which 

can cause additional photon loss channels, the reflector must be sufficiently far enough 

away from the emitter. As for the out coupling lens, a hemisphere was chosen to emulate 

the performance of a solid immersion lens (SIL) [97, 98]. From ray optics, the optical 

rays originating from a source located on the flat surface of the hemispherical SIL (hSIL) 

will always be perpendicular to the curved face of the lens, as shown in Figure 5-4(a). 

This greatly reduces the chance for internal reflection, as the rays should be within the 

critical angle to exit the system. For rays that are generated further away from the lens 

surface as shown in Figure 5-4(b), Snell’s law shows that the rays will be bent up toward 
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the desired collection direction as they bend away from the normal. 

 

 

Figure 5-4 (a) Hemispherical Solid Immersion Lens with the source located at the lens 

interface. Rays are perpendicular to the lens exiting the system. (b) Hemispherical Solid 

Immersion Lens with the source located below the lens interface. Optical rays are no 

longer perpendicular to the lens and refract towards the collection plane. 

 

Due to the nanopillar height, the QD source is located below the hSIL interface, so the 

rays should be bent towards the center axis. Therefore, the combination of the parabolic 

reflector and hSIL should maximize single photon out coupling and collimation. 

 

5.2.1 Parabolic Reflector Design 

The design of the reflector required an appropriate lens diameter, focal length, and 

height such that the metal losses from the reflector and the plasmonic interaction between 

the silver reflector and QD were both minimized. In order to ensure that the curved silver 
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structure would be a good reflector and not transmit radiation through it, the minimum 

silver thickness was determined to be 120-nm thick. Films thinner than 120-nm allowed 

more than 1% of the light to transmit through the film. To determine the parabola’s 

distance to the QD dipole, the thickness of the parabolic dielectric was varied from 

100-nm to 200-nm. A radially oscillating dipole was used in the simulation [66]. For 

thinner dielectric layers, the metallic losses started to affect the system. From the initial 

testing, the dipole needs to be at least 200-nm away from the silver layer to ensure over 

98% transmission. 

 

 

Figure 5-5 (a) Parabolic reflector testing schematic. The black arrow indicates the 

dielectric thickness that is varied. (b) The transmission fraction of the emission into the 

substrate versus the oxide thickness indicated by the black arrow in (a). When the 

reflector is closer to the QD cylinder, there are more losses and less emission 

transmission is recorded in the substrate. 

 

For the final design, the distance from the top of the metal parabola to the QD dipole 
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was 310-nm, which is also the focal length of the parabola. The base of the parabola is 

1020-nm wide and the height is 210-nm. The metal parabola base is 100-nm above the 

dipole location. The QD dipole is located 30-nm below the top planar surface. The 

schematics for testing the reflector with and without the hSIL concentrator are shown in 

Figure 5-6.  The hSIL radius is 500-nm. The LEE and PCE were simulated and the 

resulting FOM was calculated for both structures to compare the effect of adding the 

hSIL. Because the system is index matched, the index of refraction schematic appears as 

a planar layer. The yellow star represents the approximate location of the QD dipole used 

in the simulations. 

 

 

Figure 5-6 Simulation cross sections for testing the LEE and PCE for the parabolic 

reflector and hSIL. The yellow star indicates the QD dipole location and the dotted black 

line indicates the monitor location. (a) Parabolic reflector testing schematic. The focal 

length is 310-nm. (b) The parabolic reflector with the hSIL collimator lens. The radius of 

the hemisphere is 500-nm. 

 

The resulting LEE versus wavelength plot for the two structures is shown in Figure 
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5-7. The planar substrate with the parabolic reflector has over 70% of the light 

transmission into the air across most of the visible spectrum. Since the QD dipole is 

located relatively close to the air-GaN interface, there is minimal light trapping of the 

emission in the substrate into the in-plane directions. After adding the hSIL, the LEE 

increases by ~10% in a narrow bandwidth around the emission wavelength of 411-nm 

from 78% to 87%. 

 

 

Figure 5-7 Simulated LEE for the parabolic reflector (blue) and hSIL with the parabolic 

reflector (black). At the emission wavelength of 411-nm, 78% of the emission is directed 

towards the air. This increases to 87% with the addition of the hSIL lens. The red circle 

indicates this region. 

 

In addition to improving the LEE, the hSIL increased the PCE by 7% from 71% to 78% 

with the hSIL. Initially, the far field distribution is along the axis of the E-field oscillation 
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for the dipole emitter. After the hSIL, the far field distribution is distributed more evenly 

azimuthally. Though the far field distribution for the hSIL is broader within the 30° cone, 

there is less emission outside of the 30° cone, since the PCE is larger. With the 

improvement in the LEE and PCE, the product, the FOM, is improved by 12.5% from 

0.56 to 0.685. This means the ~70% of all photons emitted from the QD in this 

configuration are within a 30° cone above the structure. 

 

 

Figure 5-8 Far field distributions at a wavelength of 411-nm. (a) Parabolic reflector with 

the planar GaN interface. The PCE is 71%. (b) The parabolic reflector with the hSIL 

collimator lens. The PCE is 78% and the far field is re-shaped. 

 

Compared to 13% for the bare nanocylinder structure, the integrated lens structure gives a 

5.2 times improvement in FOM. This alone would reduce the required bits necessary to 

transmit by a factor of four, quadrupling the data rate. Since the LEE for this integrated 
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structure is almost 90%, there is a little room for improvement with an anti-reflective 

coating. More focus would be needed on optimizing the hSIL structure in order to raise 

the PCE, however. Fabrication of this double-sided lens device is detailed in part, in the 

future work section. 

  

5.3 Parabolic Lenses for Enhanced LED Emission Extraction 

For the conventional LED structure, one of the biggest issues is light extraction. The 

high index of the refraction in a planar film LED limits the light extraction due to total 

internal reflection. To help alleviate this issue, micro- and nano- pillar LEDs have been 

explored due to their increased light extraction [25, 72, 95].  

 

 
Figure 5-9 Schematic of a typical single quantum well InGaN/GaN LED structure. Due to 

the high index of refraction, light rays from case #2 and case #3 do not make it to the 

collector. 
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However, even with improved light extraction, the micropillar LED still has room for 

improvement in the LEE and the PCE. Figure 5-10(a) shows the schematic of our 

nanopillar LED. At this diameter of 40-nm, the emission wavelength is 492-nm, and the 

LEE for the nanopillar into the air is only about 30%.  

 

 

Figure 5-10 Cross section schematics of a nanopillar LED structures. (a) Nanopillar in 

isolating SiN and spin on glass layers [95]. (b) Same LED structure with an Ag reflector 

located 200-nm below the nanopillar and a parabolic lens on top of the LED. The 

parabolic lens has a height of 200-nm and a base diameter of 500-nm. 
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Figure 5-11 The Light Extraction Efficiency for the two LED structures in Figure 5-10. 

With the Ag reflector and the parabolic out coupler lens, the LEE is doubled at the 

emission wavelength of 492-nm. 

 

The low LEE is due to light loss into the substrate and radial directions. With a metal 

reflector, most of this emission can be redirected upwards towards the air. Moreover, with 

the addition of the parabolic lens, the emission can be highly concentrated. Figure 5-10(b) 

shows the schematic for the LED structure with the Ag reflector and parabolic lens. The 

colors in the image are just to distinguish different materials. The silver reflector is 

located 200-nm below the substrate surface, which minimizes the plasmonic losses 

without allowing too much room for light to be reflected outside of the lens diameter. The 

parabolic lens parameters were optimized at an emission wavelength of 492-nm to 
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maximize the amount of emission within a 30° half-angle cone, corresponding to a 0.5NA 

lens. The resulting parabola dimensions are a height of 200-nm and a base diameter of 

1-µm, which corresponds to a focal length of 313-nm. 

 

 

Figure 5-12 Far field emission patterns at 492-nm. The circle indicates 0.5NA. (a) 

Nanopillar in isolating SiN and spin on glass layers. The PCE for 0.5NA is only 30%. (b) 

Nanopillar structure with an Ag reflector and parabolic lens. The PCE for 0.5NA is 87%. 

The parabolic lens has a height of 200-nm and a base diameter of 1-µm. 

 

With the reflector and the lens, the LEE was doubled to 70%. Simultaneously, the 

PCE was improved greatly from 30% to 87%, as the lens highly concentrated this 

wavelength. The FOM improvement is approximately six fold, from 10.3% to 61.3% of 

the total emission within the collection aperture of 0.5NA. Optically pumping the two 

LED structures would show a six times increase in the blue LED’s PL emission. 
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Integrating the lens and reflector results in significant improvement of the photon 

extraction of a nanopillar LED, improving the compatibility with conventional optics and 

expanding the toolbox necessary for microdisplays. 

 

5.3.1 Parabolic Lens Fabrication using Resist Reflow 

The parabolic collimator lens for the nanopillar LED structure is fabricated using a 

resist reflow procedure. While other methods of fabricating spherical or parabolic shapes 

have been investigated, such as spinning polystyrene beads as a curved masking layer for 

etching [99], they lack position control due to the spin distribution process. Using 

photoresist and lithography allows for precise position and dimension control of the resist 

shape. The process of changing the photoresist shape during lithography has been 

explored greatly using optical lithography and e-beam lithography photoresists [52, 98, 

100, 101]. Photoresists have a curing temperature used after lithography exposure such 

that the resist is hardened for future processing. By exceeding that curing temperature and 

raising the temperature towards the glass transition temperature (Tg), the resist enters into 

a softer state. When the surface tension of the resist is broken in this soft state, the top 

surface of the resist flows down the sidewall, rounding the resist shape. With sufficient 

baking time, all of the photoresist corners round. A parabolic shape can be achieved in the 
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photoresist layer, which subsequently acts as a parabolic etching mask, by adjusting the 

baking temperature and duration. The parabolic shape is then transferred into the 

underlying dielectric layer during dry etching with the correct etching chemistry. 

 

 

Figure 5-13 Fabrication details for the Silicon Nitride parabolic lens. Using e-beam and 

PMMA reflow, the PMMA acts as a parabolic etching mask for the underlying SiN. After 

dry etching, the SiN has a parabolic shape. 

 

The fabrication schematic for the parabolic lens fabrication is shown in Figure 5-13. 

For the fabrication test, a piece of silicon substrate was used in place of the LED array. To 

transfer this process to the LED array, the silicon nitride (SiN) layer would need to be 

planarized before lithography to ensure a flat surface. Initially, a 200-nm thick SiN layer 

was deposited using the Plasmatherm. The index of refraction and film thickness for the 
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SiN film were confirmed, using the Wollam ellipsometer, to be 2.0 and 200-nm 

respectively. These values were used in the simulations previously described.  

After dielectric deposition, PMMA 950k A4 was spun at 4000 rpms for 45 seconds 

to create a 200-nm thick resist layer. The PMMA was patterned with e-beam lithography 

on the JEOL JBX-6300FS tool using the LED nanopillar spacing.
9
 The PMMA cylinders 

were 1-µm in diameter with 1.5-µm pitch. For the 1-µm diameter nanopillars, this 

corresponds to one lens per pillar. For the smaller nanopillars (40-nm-200-nm) with 

smaller pitch (300-nm), several pillars share a single lens structure. The resist was 

developed for 4 minutes using the standard development process to ensure residual 

PMMA was removed from in between adjacent structures. Under SEM inspection, the 

PMMA cylinders were 1-µm in diameter with a 1.6-µm pitch. 

With the resist in place, the PMMA was reflowed. The Tg for PMMA is between 

85°C to 165°C depending on the concentration and composition. The appropriate reflow 

temperature for our PMMA was determined to be 140°C. The reflow recipe used was a 

two-step process. The sample was heated to 115°C for 5 minutes on a hotplate; then, it 

was transferred to a 140°C hotplate for 15 minutes. The before and after reflow SEMs are 

shown in Figure 5-14. An important note here is that patterns exposed to the SEM did not 

                                                 
9
 E-beam operation performed by Jingyang Sui. 
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reflow the same as unexposed patterns, as the e-beam energy of the SEM changes the 

characteristics of the PMMA similarly to e-beam lithography. Therefore, the SEM 

exposure was limited to small corners of the lens array to confirm parabolic formation. 

 

 

Figure 5-14 SEM images of the PMMA array. (a) Resist cylinders with 1um diameter and 

1.6um pitch in an ordered array. (b) Resist parabolas after reflow heat process with a 

diameter of 1.2um. The resist is baked at 140°C on a hotplate for 15 minutes. The 

diameter increases as the resist reflows. 

 

The diameter of the cylinders increased from 1-µm to 1.2-µm during the 20 minute 

baking process, which was indication that the reflow was working. The SEM image in 

Figure 5-14(b) was taken on an array previously unexposed to SEM energy. To 

characterize the resulting resist shape, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed 

using the ICON AFM in the tapping mode. From the AFM scan across a 7-µm-by-7-µm 

area, the PMMA reshaping was confirmed. The height of the final parabola at its center 
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was still 200-nm. 

 

 

Figure 5-15 AFM scan of a 7-µm-by-7-µm section of PMMA parabolic structures. Scan 

shows a height of 200-nm, with a base diameter of ~1.4-µm. The bottom right scan is a 

zoom scan of the center parabola. 

 

The AFM scan revealed that the diameter was in fact 1.4-um across the base instead of 

1.2-um. Using a parabolic fitting, the focal length of the PMMA parabola was 682-nm, 

which is significantly larger than the desired focal length of 313-nm. However, it is 

important for the PMMA to be larger than the design parabola, because the dry etching 

induces some lateral shrinking of the parabola since the plasma etching is isotropic, 

resulting in a smaller parabola diameter through pattern transfer. 
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Figure 5-16 Parabolic fitting of the zoomed AFM scan on the PMMA parabolic shape. 

The resulting parabola has a focal length of 682-nm. The design parabola with a focal 

length of 313-nm is also plotted for reference. 

 

Dry etching of the parabolic resist shape into the underlying SiN requires a 1:1 

etching ratio for the PMMA and SiN. Using an established SiN etching recipe on the 

Plasmatherm REI etching tool, O2 gas was added to the recipe until the PMMA etch rate 

was the same as the SiN etch rate. The final etching rate for both materials was between 

140-nm to 160-nm per minute. The etching was done at 200 mTorr with 250 Watts of RF 

power. The etching chemistry was O2/CHF3/CF4/Ar
+
/SF6 at 4.8/20/33/65/7 sccm flow 

rates. Due to etching rate drifts with chamber temperature, the recipe was used in 

30-second intervals. The pattern transfer procedure is as follows. First, heat the empty 

chamber with an oxide etch recipe. Next, etch the sample for 30 seconds with a 5-minute 
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cool down after the SiN etch. Then, dummy templates of SiN and PMMA were checked 

for etching rate confirmation, and the SiN etch was repeated. The SiN etch was run three 

times for a total of 1.5 minutes of etching. After pattern transfer etching, the sample was 

run through a resist descum process in O2 plasma for 1 minute to remove any residual 

PMMA from the surface. The SEM image of the SiN lenses in Figure 5-17(a) shows the 

reduced bottom diameter of 1.2-um, which was confirmed by AFM. From the parabolic 

fitting in Figure 5-17(b), the SiN lens has a focal length of 465-nm. Lateral etching of the 

SiN and PMMA reduces the diameter of the SiN lens. Reducing the reflow baking time, 

such that the initial PMMA diameter is decreased should help to shrink the SiN lens focal 

length and diameter to the design parabola’s parameters. 

 

 

Figure 5-17 SEM image and AFM trace of the SiN nanolens array. (a) SEM image of an 

array of SiN nanolenses. After dry etching, the base diameter is 1.2um. (b) Parabolic 

fitting of the AFM scan across a single SiN lens (blue). The focal length is 465-nm and 

the height is 200-nm. The PMMA parabola (black) and the design parabola (red) are 

shown for comparison. 
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This section details the fabrication procedure for creating SiN parabolic out coupling 

lenses. Completing the reflector and lens structure integration requires laser removal of 

the sapphire substrate. With the sapphire removed, the GaN can be dry etched to a 

200-nm thickness, and the silver reflector can be deposited on the GaN. The sample 

would have to be transferred to a carrier to complete the reflector deposition, as it would 

be too thin to handle otherwise. This reflector deposition procedure is a work in progress 

and is a subject for future work. Otherwise, we have successfully demonstrated the 

fabrication of parabolic SiN lenses using photoresist reflow and dry etching. 

 

5.3.2 Collimator Lens for Electrically Injected Multi-Color LED Pixel 

The integration of an array of full-spectrum light emitters on a compact chip-scale 

device is desirable for many applications, such as micro-displays, visible light 

communication, and biosensors. With the diameter dependent strain relationship in the 

InGaN/GaN thin film QWs, multiple emission colors with good color control can be 

achieved using different diameter nanopillars [25, 95]. The simultaneous blue, green, and 

red color emissions from a single standard InGaN QW and InGaN MQWs have been 

demonstrated with a wavelength tuning range exceeding 180-nm, using this local strain 
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engineering approach [25, 95]. Figure 5-18(a) shows the electroluminescence (EL) 

spectra from three pixels, each containing an array of a particular diameter nanopillar 

within the multi-color LED device.
10

 For blue and green, color pixels are made up of an 

array of pillars in 1-µm-by-1µm area, whereas for red, a single 1um pillar is used. A 

major benefit of this approach is that the fabrication procedure is identical across the 

nanopillar diameters for the nanopillar LED, allowing them to be manufactured 

simultaneously on a single chip, reducing the cost and complexity of the device. 

Nevertheless, similarly to conventional planar LED devices, the nanopillar LED suffers 

from a spread emission pattern. Integrating a condenser lens array with the multi-color 

LED pixels to reduce the far field emission pattern spread furthers the possibility of 

realizing an ultracompact multi-color light source. 

 

                                                 
10

 LED fabrication and measurements performed by Dr. Kunook Chung. 
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Figure 5-18 (a) Room temperature EL spectra of nanopillar LEDs with various diameters. 

Micron-size LED pixels possessing (b) an array of 50-nm nanopillars (upper image) and 

(c) a single 1-µm nanopillar (bottom image). 

 

Following a similar approach to section 5.3, a parabolic lens was designed and 

simulated for the multi-color LED device. The lens needs to condense the far field 

emission across the spectra in Figure 5-18. The multi-color LED posed new challenges in 

the lens design, given the device geometry and emission wavelength bandwidth. The first 

challenge is that the addition of the gold electrical top contacts for the LED, affect the far 

field emission pattern. The lens dimensions used for the blue emission in Figure 5-10(b) 

did not work well to focus the light with the contact layer in place. The second challenge 

is that the substrate cannot be thinned to 200-nm reliably for the electrically injected LED 

structure. This results in the reflector placement being much further away from the 
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emission source, which can reduce the amount of backwards emission redirected towards 

the lens. In this case, the Ag reflector was placed after 1-µm of GaN substrate. Lastly, the 

lenses must accommodate larger pillar sizes and longer emission wavelengths. This issue 

was resolved by using different lens sizes for the different emission wavelengths and 

extending the lens height. As the wavelength increases, the lens size must increase to 

ensure it can bend the light. Like the nanopillar fabrication process, different diameter 

SiN lenses can be fabricated simultaneously, as the procedure is identical across lens 

diameters. Thus, multiple sizes were considered to ensure each color was optimized 

within the 0.5NA zone. 

 

 

Figure 5-19 Schematic of the nanopillar LED structure with the parabolic condenser 

lenses and a backside reflector. A comparison of the far field angular distribution of the 
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emission patterns for the three colors with and without the parabolic lens structures. The 

circles indicate the 0.5NA area of the far field patterns. Without a condenser lens, the 

percentages of the emission within the 0.5NA zone are 31%, 36%, and 27% for blue 

green, and red, respectively. The lenses condense the emission pattern significantly, to 

95%, 83%, and 75% within the 0.5NA zone for blue, green, and red, respectively 

 

The condenser lenses were designed around maximizing the PCE within the 0.5NA 

zone for the central emission wavelength of each color. The blue wavelength pillars have 

a diameter of ~40-nm and center wavelength of 495-nm, the green wavelength pillars 

have a diameter of ~100-nm and center emission wavelength of 540-nm, and the red 

wavelength pillars are ~≥1-µm in diameter with a central wavelength of 625-nm. The 

schematic of the color pixel arrays is shown in Figure 5-19. Without the lens and the back 

reflector, the far field emission patterns are very broad, with 31%, 36%, and 27% of the 

total emission for the blue, green, and red, respectively within the 0.5NA zone. The lenses 

used for the blue pixel have a base diameter of 1-µm and a height of 500-nm. The green 

and red pixels share the same lens size, which is a base diameter of 1.2-µm and a height 

of 500-nm. Lenses with diameters larger than 1.2-um did not improve the PCE within 

0.5NA of the red pixel. Since the red wavelength nanopillar’s diameter is larger than the 

emission wavelength, there is wave guiding within the nanopillar. Therefore, the lens 

diameter only needs to be larger than the nanopillar diameter when wave guiding occurs. 
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With the lenses and the Ag back reflector, the PCE for 0.5NA was improved to 95% for 

blue, 83% for green, and 75% for red. The comparison of the far field emission patterns 

before and after the addition of the condenser is in Figure 5-19. This configuration shows 

almost a three times improvement in the light focusing over the bare LED for each color. 

Hence, we have established a foundation for an ultracompact micro display system, 

comprising of chip-scale, multi-color collimated light sources using InGaN QW strain 

engineering and parabolic dielectric lenses. Combining the integrated lens structure with 

the electrically injected nanopillar LED on chip is future work. 

 

5.4 Summary 

We have demonstrated integrable methods of improving the light extraction 

efficiency and collimating the emitted photons, improving ability to utilize the every 

photon. Overcoming the light trapping effects due to the material index and structure 

geometry is a critical piece of the puzzle for creating commercial semiconductor based 

SPS. With the parabolic reflector and hSIL out coupler, 70% of the photons emitted from 

the SPS are collected within a conventional 0.5NA angle compared to just 13% without. 

The 0.5NA zone makes coupling the SPS to a waveguide or fiber easier. With a higher 

NA system, the collect percentage approaches 87% of the total photons. For the LEDs, 
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the integrated parabolic lenses improve the PCE across the visible spectrum by 2.7 times 

to ≥75%. Using conventional fabrication techniques, the lens production process can be 

made scalable across a wafer-sized area. The significance of this result is that the amount 

of collimation that can be achieved with an integrated lens highlights the promising 

future of InGaN based multi-color microdisplays.  
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

III-nitride QDs offer many promising qualities for practical SPSs. However, closing 

the speed gap between III-nitride QDs and III-arsenic QDs is critical for their 

consideration in actual devices. Using silver film cavities, this thesis has demonstrated 

Purcell factors large enough to close the gap between the two material systems. 

 

State of the art at the beginning of the project 

 The shortest lifetime recorded in GaAs QDs is 60ps due to a lifetime reduction of 

~145x with a photonic crystal cavity [14]. III-nitride QD lifetimes are limited to 

10-100 ns due to the QCSE. Limited enhancement is demonstrated with a metallic 

cavity of less than an order of magnitude, with emitter lifetimes on the order of 

~1ns [7]. 

What I have advanced at the end of this project 
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 With an open top silver cavity, the effective lifetime for InGaN QDs was reduced 

to 132ps bringing III-N QD SPSs within III-arsenic modulation speeds [78]. In 

addition, our optimized self-aligning silver film cavity has advanced the 

demonstrable enhancement capabilities of a metallic cavity to above an order of 

magnitude, with an average (max) Purcell factor of ~46 (135), PL intensity 

enhancement of ~7.3x (59), and TRPL lifetime reduction of ~12.8x (23) [66]. 

These large enhancement values are favorable for creating homogeneous 

III-Nitride SPSs for practical applications. 

 

In this thesis, several novel plasmonic cavity and lens and reflector designs have 

been demonstrated to enhance the optical properties of InGaN emitters across the visible 

spectrum. The two bullet points show a comparison between published values at the start 

of this work and our improvements on these values with this work. Only integrated 

structures designed for device integration are considered, to make a fair comparison to 

this work. This excludes dimers, nano tips, or other enhancement structures that are not 

stand-alone with the emitter. In addition, the results are filtered for measurements that 

account for excitation enhancement or saturation pumping, as this can skew intensity 

enhancement results, and is accounted for in this thesis. Improvements to the cavity 
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designs were made for interaction with InGaN QDs to surpass the original enhancement 

values. The previous limitations of the silver cavity have been surpassed with this work, 

solving the issue of speed in III-nitride SPSs. 

To summarize what was demonstrated in this thesis, first, we demonstrated 

enhancement of single photon emission using a silver film plasmonic cavity. The cavity 

design uses the QD pillar structure to shape the cavity. Both the QD lifetime reduction 

and intensity were enhanced an order of magnitude using this cavity structure, due to 

coupling with the localized surface plasmon resonance of the structure. Here, an average 

Purcell factor of 46 was demonstrated. This structure surpassed the documented 

experimental enhancement from a silver film cavity structure [7] and reduced InGaN QD 

SPS lifetimes to the order of 1 ns. 

Second, we demonstrated overlapping the resonance wavelength of the cavity 

structure with the emission wavelength of the QD can lead to enhancement of the QD 

internal QE. With a Purcell factor of 39, which is similar to the first experiment, intensity 

enhancements up to ~60 times were shown in the cavity structure. A formulism for 

calculating the QE changes due to the cavity was established and used to predict how 

homogenous the QDs became in the resonance-matched cavity. This established the 

groundwork for creating uniform InGaN SPSs through the use of a silver film cavity. 
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Third, the open top cavity was designed based on a zero-mode waveguide structure. 

With a small cylinder diameter (25-nm), Purcell factors >1000 were predicted with this 

structure, reducing the lifetime of the QDs into the picosecond time regime, with our 

shortest recorded lifetime of 46ps. In addition, the high cavity AQE (>70%), due to the 

removed top silver in conjunction with the large Purcell factor, allows for 

homogenization of the QE of an array of QDs within the same cavity geometry. This 

serves as a foundation for making indistinguishable SPS in wavelength and internal QE, 

with ultra-short lifetimes comparable to III-arsenic SPSs. 

Lastly, using parabolic lenses and reflectors, we demonstrated enhanced photon 

collection and collimation within 0.5NA. For our SPS, with a parabolic reflector focal 

length matched to the QD, and a hSIL collimator, we predict a six-fold increase in the 

number for photons in the 0.5NA zone. Upwards of 90% of all photons generated are sent 

towards the collection direction. This design eases coupling to waveguide structures for 

quantum communication devices and significantly reduces the number of lost single 

photons. Similarly, using parabolic lenses matched to our multi-color LED pixels, there is 

a 2.7 times improvement in the collimation, with at least >75% of the emission across the 

visible spectrum into the 0.5NA zone. We also show a method to fabricate these parabolic 

lenses using a wafer scalable resist reflow and dry etching procedure. These micro lenses 
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coupled to the multi-color LED are an excellent building block for ultracompact 

microdisplays.  

 

6.2 Future Work 

Based on the research conducted in this thesis, there are future studies that build on 

the foundations established in this work. A few of the interesting studies for continuation 

will be explained below.  

 

6.2.1 Alternating Layered Open Top Silver Cavity 

In Chapter 4, we proposed an open-top silver cavity with a Purcell factor >1000. 

Fabrication issues were main limitation in the realization of the cavity structure, as the 

silver deposition technique most desirable for vertical cylinder coverage, ALD, is still 

under development. While ALD silver would improve the experimental results of the 

open top cavity, it would also allow an extension of the cavity idea into a multi-layered 

structure. With meta materials, alternating dielectric and metal layers allow for LDOS 

modification. Taking the open top cavity design and inserting dielectric layers in between 

the silver layers can benefit from the changes in the LDOS to improve the Purcell factor 

of the system. In addition, the reduction in the metal fill factor improves the cavity AQE 
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of the system. Moreover, the additional cavity layers act as a multi shell structure, 

increasing the number of intermediate resonance wavelengths, broadening the width of 

the main resonance. 

 

 

Figure 6-1 (a) 3-D Schematic of the multi-layered open top silver cavity. The GaN 

nanocylinder is encased in a silver/aluminum oxide/silver layered film with the top 

section removed from the nanopillar. (b) The Purcell factor and cavity AQE for the cavity 

structure. The cavity AQE is >50% over the resonance peak bandwidth. A maximum Fp 

of 3500 is expected, with a FWHM of 50-nm of bandwidth. 

 

The resulting structure produces an ultra-high Fp of 3500 with a resonance FWHM 

bandwidth of 50-nm. With the developing ALD technology of silver with the existing 

Al2O3 ALD technology in conjunction with our developed silver etch back procedure, 

this structure could be realized. 
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6.2.2 Integrated Parabolic Reflector Fabrication 

In Chapter 5, we proposed an integrated parabolic reflector and hSIL out coupling lens 

for our InGaN/GaN QD nanopillar structures. In order to realize this device, the parabolic 

reflector needs to be index matched and integrated with the nanopillar structure. Taking 

advantage of rotational angled deposition and the nanopillar natural taper angle, a 

deposition-mounting angle exists such that the dielectric deposited on the side of the 

nanopillar could create the desired parabolic shape. The deposition ratio of sidewall to 

substrate surface versus the nanopillar taper and evaporation chamber mounting angle is 

shown in Figure 6-2. This assumes that the sample is rotating as well.  

 

 

Figure 6-2 The sidewall to substrate deposition ratio for the pillar taper angle versus the 

sample mounting angle within the evaporation chamber. For our nanopillar taper of 72°, 
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which is indicated by the dotted white line, mounting angles greater than 70° can achieve 

deposition ratios greater than 2. 

 

For a 72° nanopillar taper, with mounting angles greater than 70°, we theoretically can 

achieve deposition ratios greater than 2, which are required to deposit a parabola with a 

radius of 500-nm and a height of 200-nm. Using TiO2, which is the closest index matched 

dielectric material found in our cleanroom that can be e-beam evaporated, angled 

rotational deposition was employed at a mounting angle of 75° with 1-2 revolutions per 

second of rotation. 

 

 

Figure 6-3 SEM images of the parabolic lens integrated with the nanopillar structure. (a) 

The 211-nm diameter nanopillar structure with Nickel from dry etching still located on 

top of the pillar. (b) The nanopillar after deposition of 200-nm of TiO2 using angled 

rotational deposition with a mounting angle of 75° and 1-2 rps. The TiO2 base diameter is 

415-nm. (c) Post Si3N4 PECVD deposition of 400-nm. Nanopillar is located under the 

curved structure. The diameter of the base is 711-nm. 

 

 The nanopillar is covered in TiO2 film with a high sidewall to top surface coverage 
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ratio. The diameter of the base is increased to 400-nm. Then, SiN deposition is use to fill 

the voids from angled deposition and grow the base of the lens structure. After PECVD 

for 400-nm, the diameter of the base of the lens in the SiN is 711-nm. This process needs 

to be refined in order to create the parabolic structure surrounding the nanopillar. The 

TiO2 sidewall to substrate deposition ratio needs to be increased and the voids in the 

material reduced. The deposition ratio limit is a material property [102-105], so other 

dielectrics may need to be investigated to solve this issue. Combined with a resist reflow 

process for the hSIL lens after substrate thinning, the parabolic reflector, with these 

improvements to its fabrication would complete the 0.5NA-focused SPS.  
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